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features only being added thereafter as “decoration.“ in consequence, the

argument contends, the result is simply a diagrarn, not a map.' By the
same token, many of the settlements on this network that are marked by

pictorial symbols could in principle be considered to form the basis of the
map. insofar as these settlements are positioned accurately enough within
the physical landscape. But then any such claim overlooks che fact that the
routes linking them are merely adapced to occupy the intermediate space
available. It seems quite impossible, therefore, that either the route network
itself or the setclemencs most closely associated with it form the basis of
the map. It is inconceivable chac the symbols marking these settlements
could have been laid out prior to any physical landscape, above all because

of che map’s quite unconventional shape.

In my view, the map is no mere diagram. Rather, iE does have a carto-
graphic basis, and it represents an extraordinarily bold, mature achievement

crafted to fUlfIll a range of purposes on several levels. Despite its unusual
shape. the design is a single, cohesive one.2 in discussing it here, I term

the maker(s) or designer of the lost original as “the mapmaker“ (singular,

male), purely as a practical short form of reference. The maker of the
surviving copy – “our copy“ – I refer to likewise as “the (or our) copyist,

thereby distinguishing “him“ from the succession of previous, sinInarly
anonymous copyists. Whenever I refer to “the copyists“ (of the map),
the context should make clear whether this generalization is intended co
include “our“ copyist. or to exclude him.

CHAPTER THREE
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THE DESIGN AND CHARACTER
OF THE MAP

HiS CHAPTER – THE second of three that examine the surviving
copy of the Peutinger map from multiple perspectives – is dividedT

into four principal sections. These consider the fundamentals of the map’s
design; the mapmaking practice that it reflects; and the map’s various
physical and cultural components, with special reference to the route
network and associated pictorial symbols. Because, remarkabIE no such

decailed analysis of the map from a specifIcally cartographic viewpoint has
ever been atcenrpted, this chapter in its turn breaks new ground and may

thereby contribute to the broader history of cartography. Uniting the chap-

ter’s sections is a concern to elucidate the range and quality of expertise

that the map’s carcography displays, as well as to identify what may be
deduced about the aims that its maker had in mind. Findings here are
incorporaced into the wider appraisal of the context and purpose origi-
ndlly intended for the map, which is to follow in Chapter 5. The analysis
in che present chapter depends upon the unverinable assumption that the

surviving copy does represent a suffrciently accurate rendering of the lost
original as to permit a reliable discussion of IN design and character by
reference to the copy alone. To some degree or other, this assumption

is likely to be flawed, and hence the issue of the copy’s divergence from

the lost original is specifically addressed in Chapter 4. In the absence of
detailed testimony beyond Che single copy, however, there is no alternative
means by which to proceed.

(a) Shape and Scope

As already noted,3 the map’s shape is extreme: it is everywhere about 33
cm (I3 in.) in height for its full surviving width of about 672 (22 ft.).
There is no knowing to what further width the original extended at its
lost lefthand end, nor whether the copy’s righthand end is even that of
the original. IE is cercain that in the former connection there are sound
reasons to reject Miller’s claim that only a single parchment of the widch

used by our copyist (say, 60 cm [23 + in.]) has gone missing, thus making

the original map about 732 cm (24 ft.) wide overall. In fact the ingenious
and widely accepted reconstruction of the lost western end that Miller
published in 1898 is altogether flawed. As Appendix 5 demonstrates in
detail, it unnecessarily compresses the presentacion of Great Britain and

the Iberian peninsula, and it ignores several of the mapmaker’s cartographic

principles.

Not only must the map’s extreme shape represent a deliberate, conscious

decision on the part of its maker, but he also chose (in my view) to site
Rome at the center, where the city would occupy a dominant, pivotal
position from both horizontal and vertical perspectives. By defInition, with
our surviving copy inconlplete, this choice is beyond proof and has largely
been out of favor ever since Miller – with his lack of concern for map

design – rejected it.4 But as early as 1526 Michael Hummelberg assumes

1 FUN I)AMEN TAL S OF THE MAP ’S DESIGN

Despite its vital inrportance, the design of the map is a topic that has
been virtually ignored to date. Current consensus holds chat the route

network – a linear representation of place–names and distance figures to be
found in itinerary listings especially – forms the map’s basis, with physical



it,5 and it is hard to imagine any Roman with an artistic bent designing
a map of such exaggerated shape, which features Rome so prominently,
without seizing the opportunity to make it the center point.6 Taking
Rome as the center, therefore, for the width left of the city to correspond
to what survives to its right (approximately 432 cm [r4f ft.]), the existing
240 cm (8 ft.) to the left would need to be supplemented by a further
r90 cm (6{ ft.) or so, in effect three parchment segments (see Fig. 2). In
what is now missing there, the mapmaker surely included more of Great
Britain, if not all of it, and completed his coverage of the Mediterranean
and its surrounding lands.

The map itself need not have continued all the way to the lefthand
end. Conceivably, there was also some combination of caption, list, and
dedication placed there. Because so magnificent a map was no doubt
produced for one or more patrons, or at cheir request, a dedication could
well be expected – as Moretus made to Welser when he issued the first
printed edition of the map in 1598.7 The lefthand end is a natural choice

for the placement of such a dedication (as Moretus chose), although by
no means the only one possible. Ptolemy, in his C:coRr,ip tty , supplied as a
caption for his main map a summary of its scope that amounts to three full

pages of a modern translation.8 A list of total distances between principal
settlements could also be placed appropriately at the map’s left[land end;
such totals are a typical, and undeniably useful, component of written
rtineraries.9

Broadly speaking, however, the western limit set for the map is likely
to have been the Atlantic Ocean, while, in our copy at least, the eastern
linlit is India and Insvla Taprobane. The former hnrit is a natural choice,

the latter a distinctly bold stretch. A less distant eastern endpoint, such as
Spasinou Charax at the head of the Persian Gulf, would have permitted
better balance CO Che left and right of Rome at the center, but could not

offer such decisive closure for the map on land. It was in any case the span
from the Atlantic to India that traditionally framed the Roman worldview
at its most expansive. 10 Thus Che map ’s scope can be loosely described as the

orbis tcrrartrt tl in Latin, or nikollntellc (inhabited world) in Greek,11 with deft
exclusion of shadowy nlarginal regions, in particular Arabia, East Africa,
and China. This scope can in turn also be regarded as orbis Rotman lis or even

itnpcrilllll Rottlatllltll, that is, “the (part of the) world claimed by Rome,’
“Rome’s dominion,“ or “Rome’s sway. “ Further demarcation is skillfully
provided by a band of open water. 1= Its outer limit on the map is defrned
by a margin top and bottom; coastline marks its inner limit, except along
much of the bottom. Here, from the start of Segment 1 to the start of
Segment 9, an unbroken mountain range (no. II) fulfills this purpose
instead, until the Red Sea is reached, which then leads into the Indian
Ocean

10 11

Lrlgdutluln ROA’1,4 Bosponls Anfiocllia

FiGURE : . Placement of Rome and Italy (shaded area) within the original nlap, assuming
Rome to be its center point.

(b) Landscape Basel3

Far from being regarded as merely a “decorative“ feature of the map, the
principal elemencs of physical landscape need to be seen as its fundamental
underpinning. At a minimum there are three: coastlines (denning both
rrlainland and islands); principal rivers; principal mountain ranges.1+ All
the Inap's other features are marked in reference to these three, just as the

geographer Strabo recognized in the early firsc century A.D. (2.5.17):
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It is above all che sea thac delineates the land and shapes it, by forming

gulf-s and open water and straits, and likewise isthmuses, peninsulas, and

pronlontories, with assistance from boch rivers and mountains. These are

the features that have molded our conception of landmasses and peoples as
u’ell as the favorable locations of cities and the various other elements that

nII our geographical map. Among these elernencs, too, is the plethora of
islands both dispersed across open water and all along the coastline

Given the shape of his frame, the mapmaker concluded that only by
removing considerable expanses of open water could he ensure adequate
coverage of landmasses. As a result, the Bay of Biscay, the Mediterranean,
the Adriatic, the Black Sea, the Red Sea, the Indian Ocean, and the
Caspian Sea are all reduced to relatively narrow channels; the Aegean Sea

is coInpressed, and the Hellespont and Propontis are effectively eliminated.
By contrast, che Bosporus, which divides the continents of Europe and
Asia is made broader than necessary, and thereby emphasized. 15

Open water is removed, but not necessarily the names for parts of it,

nor of islands within it. The retention of such names is especially excensive

within the Adriatic and Black seas; the same may be said of islands within
che Adriatic and Aegean seas. The mapmaker clearly attached importance

to both types of feature, and in all likelihood he derived them from one or

more maps that represented open water in fuller detail.16 However, most
islands are shown no more than small, with a stylized, token shape. Sicily,

Crete, and Cyprus are the only islands rendered large and with a route

dL;;fri :al- on- O



network in place. In each of these instances, the narrow channel of the

Mediterrdnean is widened to permit insertion of the island; the same is
done for the Peloponnese.

It is a surprise that the mapmaker did not present Sardinia likewise. It

engages him sutfrciently to mark and name four offshore islands to its left

and a further two to its right.17 Sardinia icself is shown as approximately
8 cm wide by I .s high (3 .1 x o.6 in.), and could readily have been extended

in width to match Sicily, which is made zi cm wide by 4 (8+ x 1 + in.)
at its greatest height, allowing sufficient space to run three parallel routes
from left to right.:8 Moreover, the upper shoreline of che Mediterranean

could have been raised without scrain to give Sardinia similar depth to that
of Sicily; we may compare how below Sicily the lower Mediterranean
shoreline is depressed to admit the island of Djerba (unnamed) .19

As it is, the mapmaker drastically shrinks Sardinia and foregoes the
opportunity to show its extensive route network, which happens to be
well attested from the Antonine Itinerary and from the survival of over

ISO milestones.=c) it is true that presentation of Sardinia’s network might
be thought to pose more difficulty than those of Sicily, Crete, or Cyprus,
insofar as it runs mainly north–south whereas theirs all run west–easE; but

Sardinia as it appears on the map is already “turned“ with its east coast

uppermost. Possibly the mapmaker was restrained by the corresponding

need to consider how Corsica should be presented in relation co Sardinia.

Even so, he possessed anrple ingenuity to devise a placement for Corsica

other than its present one between Sardinia and the upper shoreline of
the Mediterranean. If he plotted che physical landscape base from left to
right,=1 it is conceivable that when encountering Sardinia – the fIrst of the

Mediterranean’s large islands – he was strangely cautious about what space
to allow for it. He restricts himself to marking seven isolated place-names
on che island, one of them (Tvrribvs) with a symbol. The only other
islands on which he marks isolaced place–names are Corsica (one name)

and Djerba (four). The islands of Rhodes (9BI) and ofTaprobane (11 C4),

too, are each shown suffIciently large to accommodate one or more names,
but none is marked on either.==

The nrapmaker must have foreseen thac he would need to manipulate

the principal landmasses to a greater or lesser degree in order co accom-
modate chem within such a squat map frame. An associated challenge was
to provide an equal spread of territory co the left and to the right of Rome
as the map’s central point, when India is so much more distant than the
Atlantic (see Fig. 3). At the same time the mapmaker needed to ensure that,
so far as possible, each region was rendered neither coo small to fit all the

requisite names, features, and routes within it satisfactorily, nor too large

for this purpose. It is inlpossible to say just how full or sound a grasp he
already possessed of routes, in particular ac the fIrst stage when he laid out

the physical landscape base. On balance, ie seems rather more likely that

he only gained a comprehensive awareness as he proceeded – especially

if his attempt to show routes was a novel initiative –-3 and that by an
advanced stage he could do little to adjust for rnisnratching coverage.

Not only was Italy the Roman heartland, but there would also be
an especially dense network of routes to mark there, fanning out in all
directions from Rome itself. As it happened, to give Italy pride of place –
occupying about one-third of the map, in its very center [Figs. 2 and 31 –
was advantageous both for che mapmaker’s layout and for the intended

impact of his work upon viewers.=4 The Italian peninsula, defIned by the
Adriatic and Mediterranean seas, was in any case a landmass uniquely well
suited to elongated presentation on a map of this extreme shape. More
generally, Icaly was a vital asset in the struggle to match the less extensive

territory that could be shown to the left of Rome with the greater extent
to its righ c. Hence Italy is laid out to spread over two meters (6+ feet) and
more, from the right[land end of Segment 2 almost as far as haIRvay into
Segment 6. Toward its end, the peninsula is split into two prongs together

narrower than its main body. As a result, the maI)maker could take the
opporcunity to flt an elongated island of Sicily here between the lower
coastline of the lower prong and the North African coastline.=5

Britain, largely lost in the surviving copy, would need to have been
turned on its side to fIt the map’s shape, with its east coast evidently to
the top like that of Sardinia, and thus the north (lost) to the left. Gaul
is sinlilarly manipulated, with its north coast turned left to face southern
Britain , and then, after a long narrow inlet for the Sinvs Aqvitanicvs (IBr–

IB:), its west coasc facing southwest Britain above. The quantity of routes
and other cultural data across Gaul is dense overall, but seems mostly well

enough matched to the space assigned for the region.

With considerable ingenuity the mapmaker compressed the regions
facing the empire’s Rhine and Danube frontiers to occupy the top of the
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FiGURE 3 . The map’s coverage from the Atlantic to India set against a modern map outline, assuming the loss ot
three parchment segments, or equivalent, at the left. Map by Christos NOssli



map until the mouths of the Danube are reached near the righthand end

of Segnrcnt 7. This vast area gains improved det-ulitiorr from the righthand
end of Segment 3 onward with the appearance of the Adriatic Sea, which
continues far into Segment 6, where the Italian peninsula ends. Routes in

Dalmatia run immediately above the upper Adriatic shoreline.
Once the Adriatic merges with the Mediterranean (on Segment 6),

the nlapmaker again had a deeper unbroken landmass at his disposal. He
exploited it to introduce a gentle downward curve of the Danube (no. r 5 A)

so that the river now flows less close to the map’s upper coastline. Into
the space opened up by this means above che river, he then fitted Dacia
and the routes there. Below the river, however, the coverage he wished
to provide of Moesia and Macedonia is notably squeezed and elongated,
so chat Piraeus (Pyreo) lines up with Tessalonic(a)e and Philippis, and the
island of Cytera appears just offshore below Tessalonic(a)e.=6 The part of
this region that the mapmaker subjected to the most drastic shrinkage is
central Greece, where the center of the world at Delphi in the traditional
Greek view=7 is even omitced altogether. Perhaps this sacrifIce was made

readily enough in a map so dominated by Rome. It was in any case quite
inlpossible to do justice to central Greece, given the map’s shape and
other constrainCS. At least there could hardly have been special difficulty
in securing adequate information about routes there. Nearby, the routes

laid out within the Peloponnese come close to straining the linrited space
assigned to it.

Thrace is frtted below the Black Sea (which extends from midway across

Sewent 7) and continues over to che Bosporus (8AI); in consequence
this region receives quite ample coverage. Because it requires no great

depth, however, below Thrace che mapm,lker took the opportunity to
widen the Mediterranean again in order to provide generous space for

Crete.=x The Black Sea – its lower coastline broken by a wide Bosporus
between Europe and Asia – continues to the middle of Segment 9 and, like
the Adriatic earlier, acts as a valuable divider. No route continues along its

upper coastline for a long way beyond Tomis (7A4) , placed just to the left
of the Danube mouths; a route only resumes toward the far end of this
coastline once Trapezvnce (9A2) is reached.

The mapnlaker’s decision to present the Black Sea as a narrow “hori-
zontal“ channel had major repercussions. In effect it constrained him from

tilting the landmass of Asia Minor in the way that he manipulated Britain,
Gaul, Sardinia, and Italy. Instead, he duly set the north of Asia Minor
along the lower Black Sea coastline. To do so seems only natural; no
special difficulty is created by presenting Sicily, Crete, Cyprus, and, in
particular, North Africa in this way too. In the case of the Black Sea co
the right of the Bosporus, however, severe consequences arise for thus

accommodating Asia Minor to the map’s extreme shape.=9 The region of

the Bosporus itself, as well as of the Propontis and Hellespont notionally, is
tilted CO face left. But Asia Minor’s western-3c) and southern coasts31 are then

rendered as one, to form the Mediterranean’s upper coastline. The latter

of these coasts is conspicuously compressed, being assigned only about
half the former’s length. It surely follows that this unsatisfying alignment
of Asia Minor contributes to the patent limitations that the presentation
of cultural data in its interior exhibits

The far end of the Mediterranean coincides with the placement of
Antiochia (9B4). Immediately prior, the open water channel is widened
to allow the inclusion of Cyprus in the same way that space was created
for Sicily and Crete. Alexandria (unnamed symbol no. 56 in 8C3) and
the Nile Delta as far as Pelvsio (8C4) are intended to feature prominently
like Antiochia, although the mapmaker takes the creative liberty of placing
them, no[ at the end of the Mediterranean, but earlier. In consequence, the
entire stretch of coast from the Nile Delta to Selevcia and Antiochia3= is
shifted to become the fInal section of the lower Mediterranean coastline

on the map.
North Africa from its lost lefthand cnd onward as far as Alexandria forms

a substantial self–contained part of the map, with its length in effect dictated

by the layout of Europe above. The placements of both Chartagine colon

(= Carthage, 4C5), directly below Rome, and of Alexandria are surely
to be considered the pivotal choices, which in turn determine the layouc
of the route network. A corresponding “anchor city“ for the network at
the lefthand end of the map is lose. Even so, there can be no doubt that

at several stages the width available for che maI>maker to mark successive
stretches on some of his routes in North Africa Far exceeds what the

relevant names and distance fIgures require. In consequence, stretches of
exaggerated length both before Chartagine on Segments 2 and 4, and after
it on Segment 5, cannot be avoided.33 At the same time the map’s squatness

makes it impossible to reflect the depth of territory traversed in various
directions by the routes shown here. The impression given that these all

proceed smoothly eastward across North Africa is inevitably misleading.
The same false impression is even more patent in Egypt, where the

map\ shape offers no means to reflect the depth of the region, nor the
south–north course of the Nile and of the long route associated with it,
let alone the southeast direction of the rouce from the river to Pernicide

portvm (= Berenice, 8C5). The river and the route associated with it are
both laid out from the left,34 because the space here (unlike that to the
right in 8C5 and beyond) is not needed for any other purpose. In addiEion,

this placement permits those who “read“ the map from left to right to
engage with the river at the earliest opportunity, and to follow it from its
source .

Beyond the Mediterranean, the mapmaker exhibits a less confrdent
grasp of the landscape, and he is now seriously hampered both by earlier

decisions and by the realization that there is insuffIcient space for every-
thing he would like to include here. He may also be calculating that his
audience will care least about the representation of this region, and thus
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will not object to its especially severe cornpression in the interests of bal-
ancing the coverage of territory to the left and right of che city of Rome
at the center. After all, only by reducing yet further the coverage of lands
east of the city (or even east of the Bosporus) within the Roman Empire
can the design devote more space to lands beyond in that direcCion.

By now the mapmaker has allowed the landscape to lose its cohe-
sion, and it is hard to see how iE could be regained. At the top, the
uppermost of three rouces from Trapezvnte (9A2) proceeds a consider-

able distance across the map to Sebastoplis (roA2,). This is a route that
should follow the Black Sea coast;35 instead, it is placed entirely to the
right of it. Below this route, and again to the right of the Black Sea, are
laid out routes in eastern Asia Minor extending as far as Sanrosata (IOB3)

on the Euphrates. Meantinre, further below, routes proceed to the right
from Damaspo (= Damascus, 9C3) and Antiochia (9B4) to Palmyra (9C5),

Zevgnra (IOC3), and Samosata, a layout severely warped by the decision
to run the eastern shore of the Mediterranean to the left of Antiochia; in
consequence Damaspo is placed well to che left ofAntiochia.

The fact that the different components of the larger region inrmedi-
ately beyond the Mediterranean do not coalesce is only the prelude to
graver shorccomings.36 Thereafter, beyond the Euphrates, Mesopotamia

is hopelessly compressed and distorted, with its northern part – where
Roman incerests lay – forming the main focus of attention, and Babylonia

(= Babylon, roC4) and Selevcia (loCI) both being situated close to the
shore of the Indian Ocean. Regions further east are represented in token

fashion at best. Ecbatana37 and Persepolis,38 too, are situated along the
shore of the Indian Ocean; Ecbatana serves as a key nodal point because

routes farther east can only be reached through it. The Caspian Sea is

shown,39 but its situation is too remote to assist the mapmaker in pre-
sen[ing related cultural features in the way that he exploits the Adriatic
and Black seas. The Indian subcontinent, reduced to a modest size indeed

along with its river Indus (no. 136), is notionally tilted like other landmasses

already noted, so that its western coast (the only one documented here in

the regular way) runs along the bottom of Segment I I. Ironically, however,

at che same time as the mapmaker foreshortens the landscape so much, his

presentation of routes beyond the Euphrates suggests that he is struggling

against a lack of sufficient space for some of them. To an unprecedented
extenc, he now resorts to sloping rouEes vercically rather than maintaining

the regular horizontal layout. Perhaps he had not expected to have so
much relevant data at his disposal here as turned out co be the case.

In considering both mountain ranges and rivers it can prove difficult,

if not impossible, to distinguish between those which are fundamental
components of the physical landscape base and those more likely to have
been added later after the placement of ocher features. The distinction is
in any event artifIcial, and of only limited significance. More important
is an appreciation that certain mountain ranges and rivers act as defIning

landscape feaEures along with coastlines. No route crosses the Apen-
nines, for example, between Iria (3B I ) and AdcaleIn (4B2). In addition CO

the Apennines, the fundamental mountain ranges are the Alps4' and the

Taurus, 41 and in all probability the Pyrenees too, although our copy of the
map only preserves their easEern end.+=

The fundamental rivers without doubt include the longest, such as
the Rhine, 1;thane, I)anube, Po. Tiber, Nile, Euphrates, Tigris, and
Ganges. There seems every likelihood that the mapnlaker marked Eheir
courses on the map before any cultural features. How early some other
rivers may have been marked, despite their prominence, is not so self-
evident: among these are, for example, the Riger (IB2), Garvnna (I Bl),
ISa\'vs],43 Orontes,++ and the two unnamed rivers flowing into the Black
Sea either side of Trapezvnte.45 The case of the Patabvs (no. 3) – far fron1
unique – serves to illustrate the quandary. It seems likely, but remains
inlpossible to establish, that the mapmaker drew its course in relation to

that of the Renvs (no. zA), bc}-orc he laid out the pair of routes from
Lvgd\'no (1 Al) to Noviomagi (1 A4) and the single continuation on to
Colo Traiana and Veteribvs (IAs). In drawing the Pat irb\’s, therefore, he

may have been purposely demarcating space for these routes.

Altogether, it is possible to gauge from the surviving copy how the
mapmaker addressed the multiple challenges of furnishing the vast cover-
age he desired – centered upon the city of Rome in particular and Italy
in general – within an extraordinarily elongated frame. He concluded

that certain sacrifices had to be made and shortcomings tolerated, most

notably the removal of much open water, a lack of depth in North Africa,
and increasing compression of the lands east of the Bosporus. Some coasts

and settlements had to be situated absurdly close to one another, 46 there-

fore, while others appeared unnaturally far apart,47 and the route network
is affected accordingly. These are consequences of the map’s shape chac
informed viewers need to understand and make allowances for.+s
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2. MAPMAKING PRACTICE

There seems good reason to imagine (as already rnentioned) that the
mapmaker, in order to establish the fundamentals of his creation, exploited
earlier maps that sought to show and name the principal elements of
phvsical and cultural (man-made) landscape with a fair degree of accuracy.
As \ve turn next to consider different aspects of his nrapmaking practice,
it is as well to bear in mind that here, too, he must have been influenced

by this exposure to earlier cartography, although the degree of its impact
can no longer be measured because no closely relevant exanrples survive.

Forcunately, however, three ocher maps do survive, albeit incomplete,

and as originals rather than copies. 49 So che mapnraking practices they
reflect may prove instructive, even if in all three cases the scope and content



happen not to macch those of the Peutinger map. First, the so-called
Orange cadaster in fact comprises three separace parts of the large-scale
record engraved on stone for public display ac ancient Arausio (modern

Orange in the Rh6ne valley) . This checkerboard plan made to document

how the city’s surveyed land was divided and held represents a scandard

type, in this instance made during the late first century A.D.5D Second, the

immense so-called Marble Plan of Rome (1 8 m [59 ft.] wide x I3 [42 + ft.]
high) is another display piece, but probably a far more unusual one, pro-
duced around A.D. 200 and covering (when complete) almost the entire

wall of a great hall at a generous scale that evidently was standard for urban
surveys (r:240) .51 What the plan presenES is a somewhat simplif-red, but still

meticulous, record of literally every ground-floor feature throughout the
city. 5= By contrast, chird, the “Dura shield“ map is a parchment fragment of
the early/mid third-century A.D. , part of a design that may have decorated

a shield. It features the Black Sea and its surrounding coasts as a map would,

marking settlements and rivers along with names and distance figures.53

be shifted to the right of its “Svperior“ counterpart racher than appearing
“above“ it (that is, on the ground, farther from Rome) .6:

(b) Scale
By its very nature, no map can lack a sense of scale, and the maker of
ours clearly had this sense. However, as he also realized, any expectation

of a uniform scale – a preoccupation of scientifIC cartography – was out

of the question in this instance because of the map’s extreme shape and
selectivity. The concern here, rather, had to be the more challenging one
of allotting each region the coverage it merited for fulfillment of the map ’s

overall aims, without any jarring cransitions from one region to the next.
Hence Italy in particular is presented as disproportionately large, while
eastern regions beyond Roman terricory at the far right of the map are
severelv shrunken. One can only admire the quiet det-tness with which
the various shifts in “scale” were accomplished. If the mapmaker dared to

reckon that the great majority of his viewers would hardly be disturbed or

confused by the choices he made for showing the different regions, in all
likelihood he was right.
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(a) Orientation
The fundamental choice of a north orientation must be seen as a delib-

erate one on the part of the mapmaker, and by no means to be taken for

granted. In principle, a south orientation might have suited his purpose
equally well, and either souch or north could readily appeal to viewers
whose worldview was dominated by che Mediterranean as an elongated
central feature.54 A typical boast on che part of the city of Rome’s wealth[
est residents, says the fourth-century historian Amndanus Marcellinus in a
mocking passage,55 was to claim that they owned vast estates from farthest
east to farthest west. North happens to match Ptolemy’s recommenda-

tion,56 but the fact is that Greek and Roman cartography never reached
consensus on the issue.57 Thus the three Orange cadasters vary in their ori-
entation,58 the Marble Plan of Rome is oriented south-southeast,59 and
the “Dura shield“ south.60 The numbering of the Roman Republic’s

thirty-one “rural“ tribes evidently followed the order in which routes
fanned out from Rome, starting from the Via Ostiensis to the southwest
and then proceeding anticlockwise.61

The Peutinger map’s north orientation can never make more than a

general impression, because the extreme shape so severely restricts the
north–south dimension. Reliable correspondence to the compass points,
therefore, must often be abandoned. The three routes already mentioned

proceeding to the right – or seemingly “eastward“ – from Trapezvnte

(9A2) offer a telling illustration. The topmost of the three does in fact go
east on the ground (albeit along the Black Sea coast rather chan beyond it) ;
but the next route goes directly south, and che lowest directly west. More
broadly, the same lack of correspondence can be found in much of Africa
as the map has to present it. Another consequence of the severe reduction
of any vertical dimension is that a region designated “Inferior“ is liable to

(c) Color
If our copy'’3 reproduces the mapmaker’s choices, then his palette was
evidencly limited, but effective. The surface on which the map is drawn –
vellum in the case of our copy – remains uncolored as a plain background,
and the mapmaker hardly introduced more than four colors: black, green,
red, and brown. Black demarcates coastlines (including lakes)64 and moun–

tain range symbols; it is also used to write most names and (with red and
brown) for creating symbols. Green fills all space demarcated by coast-
lines to signify open water (including lakes); rivers, too, are green line
work. Red is used for all margin lines and route line work, for some
names (rivers especially), and – with black and brown – for creating sym-

bc>ls."5 The internittent appearance ofa red line along cercain river courses

on Segments 1 to 4 is a puzzling oddity.66 The claim has been made that
the extra line may signify, for example, the navigability of these stretches
of river, but it is added too randomly for such an interpretation to be
persuasive. In my view it is no more than a copyist’s impulsive attempt at
embellishnlent that came to be abandoned.67

Brown is used in symbolst’8 and as a nII for some mountain ranges.

Since brown nowhere seems to be integral to the map’s presentation

but is only decorative, it may conceivably have been introduced as a

copyist’s embellishment. There is similar uncertainty concerning blue,
which only fills the center of some large bath/spa symbols and decorates
the special symbols – undoubtedly embellished by copyists – for ROMA

and Constantinopolis. It might seem unlikely that the mapmaker would
include blue in his palette only to employ it so little. Alternatively, such
sparing use could have been deliberate. The bath/spa symbols, already



large, would thereby become still more eye-catching, to the delight of
patrons and other viewers with a fondness for such resorts.

Quite apart from the issue of whether brown or blue featured in the

original design, there is cause to question whether it incorporated any
color. The fact is that, strictly speaking, none is needed for comprehension

of the map’s physical and cultural components, because che styles for pre-

senting line work, names, and symbols are already clearly distinguishable

by other means without color. This said, given the powerful enhancement
the use of color furnishes, it does seem needlessly extreme to envisage that
the opportunity to incorporate it was rejected. Nonetheless, it remains

conceivable that the sc)'les employed here had been developed in the first
instance for maps chat were noC to be colored.

of the 1 thane (no. 9 A) from several of the communities along it between
Lugdunum and the river mouth starkly illustrates the diffICUlty.75 in some
other instances, by contrast, no special diRlculty for the map’s layout arises

in keeping a river and parallel route side-by–side, as along the Rhine
(no. 2A) in Segments I and 2.

The left-facing, “north“ coast of Gaul offers an apt illustration of the
mapnlaker’s aversion co laying out routes “vertically“ for any great distance.

Routes originate from this coast, but none runs along it; the same applies
to the west coast of Asia Minor, as well as to the coast of India at the
map’s righthand end. Rather, so far as possible, the mapmaker wants to
present routes running “horizontally.” The inclusion of long gulf-s that cut
more or less horizontally into landmasses reinforces this perspective: che

Sin\'s Aqvitdnicvs (IBr–rB2,) cutting into Gaul, for example, three gulfs
into Greece (Segment 6), and others into Asia Minor (8B2), Egypt (8C4),
and Persia (1 ICr). It might be argued that in any case constraints of space

precluded the inclusion of a “tall”, “western“ coast for Sicily, for instance,
or the Peloponnese, or Cyprus. The same is not true, however, of the
west coast of Asia Minor, nor of the east coast of the Mediterranean; any

vertical“ dimension for the latter coast is purposely eliminated. There
is indeed a vertical route to be seen in the surviving parc of Britain,
but it is no more than two short end–branches off what must originally

have been a longer horizontal route. West of the Euphrates, the one
exceptional instance where the mar)maker brings a route down a coastline

at a pronounced slope is along the Adriatic in Epirus (6B3).
Inland, likewise, in the surviving parc of the map, rouces that proceed

at a pronounced slope for a considerable distance are rare. What may at
frrst glance seem to be a striking case occurs from Baca conervio (I A4)
to Dvrocortoro to Andemantvnno to Cabillione to Lvgdvno (IBs), if
a downward continuaEion is followed at each of the three intermediate

junctions named. It is more appropriate, however, for che sections of
route linking each pair of junctions here to be regarded as no more than
connectors between longer routes that proceed more or less horizontally;

short connectors of this type occur often. It is true that no such alternative

viewpoint is valid for several routes beyond the Euphrates on Segments lo
and 1 1 , which do very visibly slope. But here – in this respect, as in others –

the mdpmaker is self-evidently relaxing some of the constraints he has
adhered to thus far in che surviving part of the map.

No line work style is required for any boundary or frontier, even a
forthled one, because the mapmaker opted to omit such features altogether.

Needless to add, plenty of indicators confirm his awareness of boundaries
between communities and provinces.76 Their exclusion was a conscious
choice.77 Their placement would certainly have been complicated by the
map’s extreme shape, and it might well have sometimes proven awkward
to distinguish them from the routes, which without doubt matter more
for the mapmaker’s purposes in this instance.
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(d) Line Work
The different types of line work are readily distinguishable by weight!
color, and style. All open–water coastlines are thin, black, and quite deeply
serrated; minor variations occur in the character and depth of-this serration,

but these seem to have no signi6cance. Lake shorelines, too, are thin and
black, and nrost are serrated, although less deeply. In the case of some
small lakes, as of some small islands in open water, no attempt is made to
serrate and the shoreline is left smooch.69 Line work for mountain ranges is
chin, black shading into brown, straight along the bottom, and more or less

sharply serrated above; again, the minor variations readily detectible in this

serration seem to be without significance.7a Mountain ranges are rendered
more conspicuous when flIIed with a color rdcher than left hollow; but
whether they are frlled, and if so with which color, seem to have been

merely matters ofembellishment.71 in the course of a long range! changes

of color may occur.7= River line work is always green, usually thick, and
curved or wavy. It can run freely in any direction, as the How direction
arrows overlaid on Map A show.

Margin lines are thin, red, and straight, and by definition cher occur
only at the top and bottom of the map frame (and no doubt at either
end, too, in the original) . In any case, they are readily distinguishable from

route line work, which is similarly thin and red but interspersed at frequent
intervals by sharp downward turns or “chicanes.“73 Route line work is

also kept so far as practicable either horizontal or no more than slightly
sloping. Ic musE not overrun rivers or shoreline; hence copyists have been

liable to omit it when this prospect arises.74 Withouc doubt the mapmaker’s
concern was not just to difFerentiate river and route line work clearly, but

also to help viewers to conlprehend the route network’s complexity. He
was well aware thac, were he to permit routes to range across the map
in every direction with the same freedom thac he granted to rivers? then

the clarity he sought to achieve could no longer be maintained. Even
so, potential confusion was liable to ensue where it would otherwise be
appropriate to run a river and a rouGe in parallel. The disruptive separation

lpwarearwn n + a



(e) Lettering and Its Placement

All lettering, and by extension numerals, on our copy are in the Latin
alphabet. It is natural to infer that a transliteration of some names was made

directly from the Greek,78 but there is no knowing when exactly that shift
occurred or under what circumstances. It could certainly have happened
even before che making of the original map. No less indeterminable is
the extent to which our copy reproduces the lettering styles used br
the original, although i[ might seem opcimistic to expect a close resem_

t)lance.79 There is perhaps a stronger likehhood7 however7 that copyists

have maintained much of the original’s sizing and placement of lettering.
Even so, it still may prove awkward to determine where word breaks were

nreant to occur, in particular when a name begins with prepositions such

as “ad“ or “in.“ The diffICulty could conceivably dace back to the original
map; in any event it. too, seems not to have been of special concern to
our copylst.

The lettering for aLI names placed in open water! and also for most
names elsewhere, is black. However, river names – equally distinguishable
because they begin “FI.“ – appear in red when placed on land.8c) For

regions and peoples, the lettering may vary considerably in size 7 and such
names may be in either black or red. The choice of color for them seldom

seems to be more than a matter of achieving some variety.s1 OccasionaLlyl

however, it muse reflect an effort to avert confusion between adjacent or
overlapping names.s=

For certain, neither lettering style nor color is deployed to distinguish
the names of a people or region from those of a settlement. This distinction

stems, rather, from association with route line work or a symbol (or both).

A name without this association is most likely to be a people or region. Yet
these two types of name, in turn, are not distinguished from one another.
Even nlore unfortunately, they cannot be securely distinguished from any

settlenrenc that is marked only with a name (no symbol) and placed in
isolation from the route network. A more scientifrc style of cartography
could remedy this shortcoming once and for all by always associating any
such settlement name with a point symbol. But it is striking that the
nlapmaker studiously denied himself this simple expedient of using point

symbols. At least, whatever his reason for completely dispensing with

them, the inrpact of their absence is in practice mitigated by his lack of
concern to mark settlements isolated from the route network.83

To aid viewers’ comprehension no doubt7 names are marked horizon_

talIY so far as possible.84 Where a route has to slope slightly, names are

placed to match; but in the few instances where a route takes a steep
plunge, the relevant names are not turned correspondingly.85 Lettering
should not overrun any symbol or line work,so unless this proves unavoid_
able;N7 a name may straddle such an obstacle, but had to be divided for the

purpose.SB Equally, the lettering for a name and for its associated distance
frgure had to appear on the same level, with the route line work for the

strecc_'h below; it was considered undesirable for the route line work to run

above the distance frgpre (or worse, the name).sY Moreover, the name of
any land feature90 or river should not extend into open water.91

Ideally, a river is named at its source, or as close thereto as practicable.
However, several rivers that the map presents Rowing right to left – hence

the viewer proceeding from the left encouncers the nrouch fIrst – are
named ac the mouth9= and even again at the source.93

Where the area encompassed by a people or region or sea calls for
naming in display capitals spread out, each letter is placed individually
with an eye to ensuring that the intervals between all the leccers of the
name do not vary unduly. If it at all possible, these letcers are also not to
overrun any line work or other name. 94 Therefore, peoples, regions, and
seas were presumably among the last features to be marked on the original

map. In no instance is a loop or line drawn to demarcate their extent.
Instead1 the spread of the name itself fUlfIllS that function.95 For the name
of a people. region, or sea to be placed vertically, rather than horizontally
or at a gentle slope, is most unusual: TROCODrTr PERSr (IOB5) supplies an
lns tance

The name associated with a symbol is placed innnediately above it
wherever possible. This practice is maintained even along routes where
there is a shore inlmediately above, so that viewers of the map may be
left uncertain whecher a settlement really is coastal or situated inland.
Successive instances occur along che upper coast of Ical)' on Segment 4,

for example: Arimino. Fano Fvrtvn(a)e, and Ancone for certain, perhaps

even Ravenna. To be sure, along the African coast on the same segnlent
(where there are fewer narnes and features to be acconlmodated) there
is less scope for doubt. More generally, it is important to recognize that
nowhere did the mapmaker demonstrate special concern to clarify which
settlements were coastal; his engagement was prinlarily with the land, after
all, rather than the sea
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(f ) Numerals
Most distance agures are recorded as numerals rather than in words, using
certain letters (alone or in combination) for the purpose in accordance
with typical Roman practice. The few oddities to be found seem best
regarded as uncorrected slips on the part of one or more copyisCS. Such
are xrrIIr for the Adnovas stretch (4B5), and a puzzling inverted v on the
Lacenivm stretch (6B2) .

Twenty-eight is written xxrrx once (Apamia, 9C5).96 The number
four is always written IIII, although XL is used for forty; 450 appears as
CCCCL (Thimara, rIC5). Much greater variation occurs in the case of
the number nine. The strong preference is for virir, although instances
of IX are far from rare. Limited space is plainly the usual reason for the
latter choice, as on the Cibistra stretch (9B2).97 However, that choice is

by no means automatically exercised. In the upper Vbaza Castellv stretch



(3C4)1 for example, the distance fIgure is wim rather than Lix, despite

the diffICUlty of accommodating the former to the little space available.

Likewise for Sestias (4B3), it might have seemed preferable to choose xlv1

but still the figure remains xrIn written in two tiers. Only t-wo stretches

later, by contrast, the logical choice of rx is made for N\,mana (4B3).98 For
two successive stretches of nine miles – Tvrris cesaris9 Dertvm (5B5) –
rx is the choice both times, even chough there is ample space available
for VIIrI;99 the same applies to the choice ofXXIX for the [wo successive

stretches Soloae and Tamiso (9B3).

Some higher, longer numerals are divided by a scop – such as xxx.in far

Scarabantio (4A2) – but this format evidently signifres nothing more than
a copyist’s whim. There are comparable inscances where such numerals are

divided simply by a space (without a stop): for example, xx IIII for Pisandes
(5B5)1 and xx VII for Pompeiopolis (8A5), where division of the numeral
in this way helps to 611 the ample space available along the stretch.loo

To record a distance of one mile, the map does not employ the numeral

I. Instead, it resorts to the Roman circular or sideways hgure_of_eight
symbol for one thousand (the number of paces thac one Roman mile
represented), written as the letters “co“: see1 for example, che stretch br

Cosa (3B4) .l01 Although this was a standard Roman symbol, its use on the
map has needlessly confused commentators.la=

is marked and named just above it; Port(vs) Tvrris (5 A5) creates similar
UII certalntV.

A different puzzle is created by instances where the mapmaker intro-
duces a quite unmistakable departure from generalized coastline, but for
no discernible purpose of the types just nlentioned. Are these deparcures

merely more pronounced embellishment ? Or do they reflect, for instance,

the more detailed presentation of coastline on some earlier map used selec-

tively by the mapmaker? To be considered in this connection, for example,

are the jagged coasts of England and Gaul that face one another in IAl ,
together with the similar coast at the far end of Sardinia in 3Cr ; the bay
created between vmbro Fl. and Hasta in 3B3; the bay likewise created on

Crete below mountain range no. 84 in 7B5; and the narrow extended
peninsula in II As–I IB5.
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(b) Rivers
Rivers – whether related to the rouce network or not – form an impor–
tant component of the map, although the presentation of them (as of so
much else on the map) seems a mix of the painstaking and the cavalier.

Over l30 rivers are to be found, many with tributaries and branches in
addition.la6 The Po (Padvs, no. lo) is by far the most complex river sys-

tem. Its presentation with a tocal of thirty–fIve associated tributaries and
branches serves as a further reflection of the prominence accorded to Italy.
Plinv the Elderla7 associates as many as sixty tributaries with the Danube

(no. IsA); but on the map, by contrast with the Po, it has a mere nine.
River courses vary from immensely long – the Danube extends across

almost fIve segments (3Al–7A5) – to extremely short.la8 There is little
variation in the thickness of river line work. A few rivers rendered thin–
ner than the norm can be observed,la9 but this treatment would appear
to reflect no more than a copyist’s lapse of concentration. Evidently the
mapmaker was not intent upon varying line-work widths to differentiate

rivers by size or significance; rather, such contrasts emerge only from the
length of a river and the number of its tributaries or branches. Even then,

serious misrepresentation or confusion is often evident, whether caused
by lack of understanding, or the map’s compressed shape, or both. Major
tributaries of the Danube, for example, are drastically shrunk,110 while the

Savus (no. 27A) and Dravus (no. 27B) – neither of them named – eventu-

ally join and How into the Adriacic rather than becoming separate Danube
tribucaries as they should. The Brintesia (no. lol), if correctly identifIed
as the Brinta,111 is made a branch of the Po rather than a tributary of the
Medvacvs in a different river system. The Medvacvs, in turn (no. roFF),

appears as a tributary of the Po, as does the Afesia (no. IOCC), although
in reality neither is one,

There is no knowing to what extent the mapmaker has added rivers that
were nrissing from the maps he consulted; the same uncertainty attaches

to some of the mountain ranges that serve as these rivers’ sources. Even

3. COMPONENTS OF THE MAP

(a) Coastlines

Without question, the coastlines as drawn do adequately define and sep_
arate the principal landmasses. Much minor variation occurs in this line

workl but in all probability it has no significance beyond a wish on the part
of nlapmaker or copyist to offer a little embellishment, like che somewhat
larger bays along the African coast in 2C4–2C57 for example9 or the penin_

sula jutting out from India in II A5. There are also plenty of instances9 by
contrast, where it is clear that departures from an otherwise generalized

coastline are consciously made to fulfill a purposep in particular to rene(.-t
the distinctive physical location of a settlement chat the mdpmaker wishes

to mark, often with a symbol,la3 or to define and name a bay, gulft or
other nocable stretch of open water.

In this latter connection, the mapmaker appears to have given the term
porn’s a wider and more puzzling connotation than its typical sense of
haven or harbor in Latin usage.IQ4 There can be lit[Ie doubt1 hr example1

that Port(vs) Calovitanvs (5 A3) names an entire gulf, and the same applies
tO P[– ? –] [– ? – 1 (6B2).ID5 By contrast, Port(vs) Planaticvs (4B I) remains

ambiguous: is it naming only the small bay where the initial P is placed)
or the entire gulf at the head of which the name stands? The sigTlifi_

cance of Port(vs) Senia (4B2) is equally obscure when the city of Senia



so, it seems natural to imagine that he may sonletinles have taken such
Initiatives in the case of short rivers crossed by route stretches sharing the

same name.11= That said, there is also no lack of route stretches bearing
a rrver’s name where he might have added the corresponding river but
did not. ' 13 Naturally, if the river concerned was known to be of some
length and importance, he might hesitate to add it unless informed about

ics course. At least in some instances – the Inn (Latin Aenus) and Arno,
for example, two major omissions – such information must have been

readily enough accessible. Occasionally, there seems reason to wonder
what purpose a succession of unnamed rivers serves beyond providing
general confumation that rivers were part of a region’s landscape9 as with

the four tributaries of che Danube in Dacia (nos. IsG, I5H, I517 I5J).
Elsewhere, our ditflculties in identifying certain unnamed rivers could
suggest that, although they were taken over from one or more earlier
maps, the reshaping of the surrounding landmass has served to obscure

their place within it; consider, for example, rivers nos. roz, ro3, IO49 and
1 13 in Asia Minor.

It is a surprise that so many rivers lack a name on the map as ic sur-
vives. These include even the Tiber (no. 26A) and ics tributary the Aldo
(no. 26D), and elsewhere in Italy the Volturnus (no. 58). Further afIeld)

rrvers as major as the Dravus (no. 27B), Orontes (no. rI9), and Euphrates
(no. 12,CSA) all go unnamed too; indeed, the Euphrates is not fully dis-
tinguished from the Fl. Tygris (no. 127). In addition, the names of the
Rh6ne (no. 9A) and Danube (no. 15 A) can only be inferred from the
noCrces OSTIA FL. RODANI (IBs) and Hostia Fl. Danvbii (7A5) at the mouth
of each river respectively. In the case of several lesser unnamed rivers, it is
understandable that pressure of space caused a name to be dropped (assum-

ing that it was marked on the original map); Tl4 but in many other instances
the ample space available renders the repeated absence of river names a
puzzle. ' 15

In some instances there is cause to ponder whether viewers of the map
are expected to infer that an unnamed river shares the “river“ name of a

route stretch that is either adjacent to the river or actually crosses it.:'6 in
this way, it nright be inferred that unnamed river no. 41 is in fact Fl.
Marta, no. 57 is Fl. Safe, no. 60 is Fl. Silarvm. However, while these (and
other)I'7 inferences do seem to be valid, it would evidently be misguided

to assume that all such linkages are trustworthy. For example, unnamed

rIver no. 58 is not the Calor, even though the route stretch Calor Fl. (sBs)
is conspicuously close to its source; comparable mistaken inferences can
be identifIed elsewhere too. ' 's

The design permits rivers co range freely over the map in any direction;
as a result, the direction of a river’s flow may not be immediately apparent.
Careful attention has been given both to marking the source (usuaLly
rn a mountaln range), and to ensuring that each river course, including
tributaries and branches, is geographically credible. In consequence, it is

rare for a river tO be shown traversing a mountain range' 19 or lacking a
sourcel=o or an outlet,1=1 or for the direction of How to be ambiguous. 1==

(c) Open Water (including Lakes)
Although the proportion of open–water names more or less beyond recov-

ery is distressingly high, I detect a total of over seventy marked across the
map, including even one in the band of ocean that forms its topmost
feature.'=3 Of this total, around fIfteen name lakes; in the case of seven
other lakes, there is no visible trace of a name. It would seem that the

earlier maps upon which che mapmaker drew offered an abundance of
open–waRr names; he could only select some to mark, because it was
open water that his own design so largely removed. If our copy does pre-

serve his choices ac all faichfully, then some large expanses are left without
a nanre where one might have been expected – the Tyrrhenian Seat for
example, and the Indian Ocean. Elsewhere, however, he did not restrain

hinrself from crowding compressed spaces with open–water names, espe-
daIly (for whatever reason) the European side of the Black Sea from 7A3 .
In another area where space is limited, his determination to mark “(_-ret-

icvn1 Pelagvs“ as well as LYBICVM P[.]LAGVS below it (both 7B5) stands

out. Sinhlarly important to him were nADRiATrcvM PELACVS (6B2–7B5)

and rGEVM MXRE (6CI), although the placement of each is a puzzle. The
former name only begins where the sea named by it should end1 and it

is then deftly extended as far as Crete; the latter is misplaced between the
lower coastline of Sicily and the coast of Africa. Disorientation caused

by the map’s compression of the Mediterranean hardly seems a suffIcient
explanation in these instances. Equally, it seems unlikely that a mapmaker

so concerned to name open water would exhibit such gross ignorance of
geography here. 1=4

Lakes would appear to be a landscape feature of minimal concern co
the nrapmaker; or, ac best, he concluded that his compressed layout had to
elinlinate several of note. In Italy in particular, Lakes Trasumenus (B,41/as

42 C2), Volsiniensis (42 B3), Sabatinus (42 C4), and Fucinus (44 E2) are
all omitted. Elsewhere, the Mo lakes in the Lychnidos area (49 C-2–49
D3) are reduced to one (6B4); so also, the three immediately south of the

Propontis (52 B4, D4, E4) are reduced CO one (8B2). No lake is drawn

with a notably distinctive shape.
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(d) Islands
Islands always formed a vital component of Greek and Roman world-
view.1=5 in all probability, those shown on the Peutinger map were taken

over, like che rivers, from earlier maps. There can be no question that the
nlapnlaker considered them important, even though few are related to the
route network.1-6 in fact our copy marks well over one hundred islands9

including some rendered very tiny, like Ins. Dyme (no. 557 6B2)9 and a
few clusters.1=7 Islands appear across the entire map9 four even situated
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off the coast of India at the map’s extreme righthand edge (nos. ro8–1 1).

Fading of certain parts of our copy (especially the Aegean region on Seg-
ment 8)t together with the poor defInition of black lettering against the
green open_water background, create major obstacles to the recovery of
manY island names. Even so1 there seems litcle doubt that most islands
were named, and thac – surprisingly – far fewer of their names came
to be omitted by successive copyists chan were river names. Among the
islands that are more than specks9 Djerba is exceptional for being unnamed

(no. 42)? especially as there is ample space in which to flt its name.

1-b judge by our copy at least, the mapmaker felt no concern to grve
small islands any distinctive shape; they are rendered simply as a square

or circle. In consequence9 the rather more precise rendering of islands in
the Gulf of Salona region stands out,'=s so much so that some initiacive
on the part of a ropyist could even be suspected. The mapmaker can also
seem lax in his placement of islands – disoriented perhaps by his draining
of the Mediterranean and remolding of landmasses. Sason islandl=9 and

Cephalanial30 are marked twice.131 The islands of the Aegean appear

especially jumbled. In 2B4–2C4 are to be found two islands that in fact lie
off the west coast of Icalyl3= placed on either side of an island whose real

geographical position is far distant, ofF the coast of NorCh Africa.133 The

difficulty of placing islands in the Mediterranean satisfactorily is only
increased by the mapmaker’s apparent wish to include all those of any

consequence in the region9 despite the removal of so much open water.
Malta and Gozo remain notable omissions,13+ however, as does Euboea.

Conceivably, the latter was let slip when the eastern seaboard of mainland

Greece (in 6B5) was separated from the Aegean islands (in 8BI).135

The lack of names for mountain ranges is yet more striking than it is
for rivers. Even the Alps (no. I4),'3s Apennines (no. 1 5), and Caucasus
(nos. 88, 89)'39 go unnamed, while a notable proportion of the names that

are marked appear in regions beyond Roman territory on Segments lo and
II . Whether this lack of concern co name mountain ranges extends back to

che original map – or even further to maps on which it was based – can only
be a matter for speculation. Ptolemy’s Gcoxraplly, at least, betrays no lack

of interest in offering names and coordinates for mountains. Just possibly

the absence of names for them on the Peutinger map stems from conscious
self-restraint determined by the mapmaker himself at the planning stage.
His expectation may have been that the compression of landmasses that his

design demanded would permit no more chan a minimal representation of
nlountain ranges.14D Only in the lighc of experience was this self-imposed
linlitation to seem too cautious, perhaps. That said, we might still expect
the Alps and the Apennines to have been named, so che likelihood of
ondssions by copyiscs also needs to be taken inco account.
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(f) Peoples and Regions
There is no doubt chat the nlapmaker wished to mark the names of
peoples and regions, and earlier maps – however they presented such
names – presumably offered them in abundance. His handling of these, too,
appears lax, although at the same time it surely reflects certain constraints
inrposed by the extreme shape of his frame. We may infer from his failure
to ditTerenciate the two types of name that he regarded them more or less

as one. Hence he evidently did not regard the choice of the people name
LVGDVNENSES (rAl–IBs) for one part of Gaul, in contrast to the regional
ones [–?–] ITANIA (IBr–IBs) and BELCiCA (IAI–2A2) for two others, as
an inconsistency of more note than a variation of the case in which such

naines are nrarked.141 He seems to have been unconcerned co complete

sets“ in any case. In particular, the names of Italy’s regions not only
appear in very different sizes (see below), but they also lack at the least
Aemilia, LatiuIn, and Umbria. Likewise in Gaul, Narbonensis is missing,
and among the names of provinces bordering the Danube, Dacia.

For viewers of the map, there is the likelihood of further confusion aris-
ing from its maker’s evident lack of concern to differentiate between, on
the one hand, the names of peoples or regions written in minuscules and,

on the other, those of isolated settlements marked (again in minuscules) by
name only and unrelated to the route network. Svani (9A2), for example,

can with some con6dence be reckoned the name of a people rather than
of a settlement, especially when svANiSARMATAE (9A3) also came to be

marked in capitals. Even so, in plenty of comparable instances, the viewer
(and nlodern editor) can only guess whether a name is to be understood
as thac ofa people, region, or sectlement – insofar as such differentiation
was meant to matter.1+= if the classifIcations in my database are followed

(conjectural in many instances), chen the total number of peoples named

(e) Mountains

The geographical and cultural importance of mountains must have been
very evident on earlier maps, and the mar>maker seeks to conveY it in
turn, albeit in rather lirnited fashion. The map presents about I40 moun-

Cain ranges in total, uniformly rendered as bands of stunted heightl but

varying tremendously in length7 and (like rivers) ranging in any direction
as required. However, the open–ja\v shape of the ranges (no. 138 A–B)
named MONS LYMODVS (rIB4) is far from typical. Individual mountalns or

peaks are not singled out by the mapmaker; rather, except for the additions
MONS OLrvETI (9CI) and MONS SYNA (8C4) made by Christian coPYlsts9 anY

named “Mons“ in the singplar is in fact a range. It is true that several road
stations do seem to take their names from specifIC mountains, but none of

them iS marked.136 Nor iS any attempt made tO distinguish a mountarnous

region, let alone differences in elevation. It has been imagined that the
color1 or lack of it, in which mountain ranges are variously rendered sig-
nines differences in geology! say1 or minerals.137 More probably, however,
such contrasts in color are mere embellishment either already present on

the original map or introduced later by copyrsts.
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is approximately r40, and of regions approximately 90. Many people
names are expanded variants on well–known peoples like the Sarmatae,

just mentioned; others the mapmaker evidently relished expanding upon
include the Getvli, Indi, and in particular the Scythae on Segment II.

The lettering of each name for a people or region is sized and spaced,
as already noced, co span the appropriace part of the map. Hence immense
variations occur, from the tiny Osismi (1 A2)'43 co CAETVLI (2C5–4CI) to
PROVINCIA AFRICA (2C5–6C3), which spans three and a halfsegments. Such

variations can prove considerable within a landmass too: CALABRiA (5B5–
6B2), for example, is far less prominent than APVLiA (5B2–5B5), which
inlmedidtely precedes it; the latter in turn dwarfs both LVCCANrA (sBs–
6Br) and BRiTTiVS (6Br–6B2).1++ Overlap – as of [– ? –]DIA (3C2–3C5)
with PROViNCiA AFRiCA – also occurs; so does occasional cramming within
lilnited space.145 it is the exception rather than the norm for the name of a
people or region to be repeated when it has to cover a wide expanse.146 A

single occurrence is the mapmaker’s preference – perhaps to eliminate the

risk of confusing viewers, as well as boring them – even if the result has to
be less than satisfactory. For all the skill wich which ECYPTVS (8C3–8C5)
is placed, therefore, the name still covers only the Nile Delta. ASiA (8B2–
9B I) in ics turn just cannot span the province satisfactorily, and PROVrNCIA

is not appended as a supplement in this instance. Elsewhere the regular
abbreviated “Ins“ is expanded to iNSVLA on Crece and Cyprus in view of
their size; PELACVS is used in place of MARE for the same purpose. The need

for mere repetition is overcome by varying the name of a people (such as
Sarmatae or Scythae) with multiple different prefixes as mentioned above,
or of a province (such as Pannonia or Syria) with qualifying adjectives like
Superior/Inferior, Phoenix/Cole.

exploit itinerary lists of a type familiar co Romans who had traveled long
distances, especially if they had served as offrcials or soldiers.149 This plan

was sound in principle, but in all likelihood it proved a sterner challenge
chan anticipated to execute in practice. Contrary to expectation, a tidy,
well-organized, conlprehensive collection of routes and distances could be

found for some regions only. Elsewhere the mapmaker faced the chores

of fIrst assembling the necessary material, then ediEing it for cartographic

presentation, in particular by eliminating duplications, which must have
been nlany.

However, the mapmaker lacked the data and motivation, not to mention

the time perhaps, to do more than the minimum as editor. It was not his
concern, for example, to determine the nominative of a place-name in
the many instances where his source had only used an oblique case; in
consequence, he evidently did not mind retaining a jumble of cases for
names.1-“> Whether his rouce data was all up–to–date seems another matter

of indifference; some plainly was not current, and in other instances he may

not have been able to judge. 151 He was equally unconcerned to distinguish
between more inlportant and less important rouces, let alone to highlight

a ''most recommended“ one – say, for traversing Asia Minor in order

to reach Antioch in Syria. Hence the regular fourth-century “Pilgrim’s
Road’' route chere from Constantinople via Ancyra does not stand out.15=

To achieve a degree of comprehensive coverage was essential for the

mapmaker’s purpose, because any extensive parts of the map where there
\\’ere known to be routes could hardly be left wich none shown. Even

so, in many regions it would sutTice if routes could be traced along the
coastline and at least representatively through the landmass; there was cer-
tainly no need to ensure that all routes of importance were included.153 in
instances where a coastline could only be “covered“ by resorting to a
lrraritime itinerary, Che mapmaker was quite willing to adopt this expedi–
cnc, buc without indicating that travelers would have to proceed by ship

there.15+ More generally, the routes shown did not have to be the most
direct. Indeed, if a direct route could hardly be padded out to fIll the space
available for it on the map, and a circuitous alternative with that capacity
lay to hand, then the mapmaker would prefer the latter, as he did between

Avgvsta vindelicv and Regirlo (3 Al–3 A4).15 S in the case of Lambese to
Theveste (2,C2–3C5) – for which two alternative routes are ofFered, run-

ning parallel and creating the visual impression of approximacely equal
length – attention to the distance frgures is essential. Only once they are
totaled for each route does che fact emerge that the lower of this pair is in
fact very CirCUitOUS.156

Although the earlier maps at the mapmaker’s disposal may well not have
shown land routes,157 the collation that he made of icineraries should have

enabled him to identify with relative ease the necessary main junctions

(normally settlements) for the network that he envisaged. These he then
marked as accurately as the distortions of his own map could allow, so that

they became the nodal points (marked by symbols) for its route network.
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(a) Content and Planning
Scholars have consistently assumed that the route network was intended

for use by travelers, administrators, even generals. However, in my opinion
this assessment – so characteristic of the Western approach to cartography
as science – is too generous. To be sure, the network is an ambitious,
original creation, which reflects immense effort and some careful attencion

to detail. Even so, the notion of practical application on the ground as its
primary function is to be rejected. The main purpose, rather, is to convey
certain general impressions abc)uc Rome’s power. 148 Incerpretation of the
network from this perspective can, in turn, provide the key to some
otherwise puzzling characterisEics.

The mapnraker envisioned that his design could provide a dynamic
framework within which to demonstrate how Roman control and orga–
nization made possible an astonishing ease of movement overland every-

where across the orbis fcrr,rrllnl . For the purpose, he made the decision to
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The reverse may also have occurred; an existing map may have led him to
believe that a particular settlement was important even though he lacked
an itinerary in which it was listed, and consequently he wen[ in search
of one. In any case, by some means or other he must have formed the
conviction that certain settlements along a route (or at the end of one)
merited a symbol, despite the fact that they do not serve as junctions on
the map.'58 At least, whatever his criteria for considering a settlement
worthy of a symbol, presentation of a more or less even spread of chem to
the viewer does not seem to have mattered to him.159

It was conceivably the mapmaker’s own initiative to integrate baths and

spas into che route network, marking some of chem with especially promi-
nent symbols.lf” How and why he made the choices that he did in this
connection remain open questions. Ifnoching else, the information at his
disposal – however it was obtained – is likely to have been patchy. 16r Baths
may have held special appeal for him, or for a patron, or both; they also
symbolized peace, leisure, and the recovery of health, as well as civilization
and ics command of technology.

Symbols aside, to the mar)maker the stopping points he could fIC along

a route were hardly more than just “fIller,“ essential to his design, but
without further intrinsic incerest. In this respect they may be considered

comparable to the components of flexible “stock“ scenes on, say, the
Column of Trajan, where fIghting or marching or a siege all whatever
lengths the overall design requires. It is striking that on many routes
che maprnaker nonetheless went to considerable trouble to accommodate

more stopping points than he could fit conlfortab ly there.''- in such
circumstances, merely to omit some might seem the most convenient
expedient, but in practice perhaps it was not. The resulc was liable to
appear slapdash, and the process of elinhnation called for invidious choices

that were better avoided altogether. On other routes, by concrast, especially
when high distance fIgures occur, the possibility remains open that the
mar)maker did prove willing to risk omitting some stopping points.163 Or

it could simply be that no more were listed in the material at his disposal –
welcome though they would have been to fIll out the route – and a more
detailed record never came to hand.164

To the mapmaker, distance fIgures were merely numbers. He recorded
whatever fIgure was associated wich a stopping point, without bothering
about its accuracy, let alone the unit of measurement. He seems to have

been equally indifferent to wide variations in the distance frgures recorded
along a route or adjacent routes. In this latter connection it may appear
incongruous to us, but evidently not to him, that at the same time as
he began to record huge fIgures (in an Indian unit?) on some routes
from Segment I IB onward, by contrast the fIgures on six stretches from
Paresaca (IIBI) to Nicea Nialia (1 ICI) are all between a mere four and
seven (Roman miles?).165 Otherwise, as variable a sequence as 9–26–4I–
24–6o–40, for example, would have scant practical value for the typical

traveler, who could hardly expect to cover more than about twenty-fIve
miles per day. 166

The route network in certain regions proved extraordinarily diffICUlt to
present, but the mapmaker nonetheless persevered. The clearest examples
are Italy in Segments 4 and 5, Asia Minor, and the lands to the east of the
Roman Empire. Inevitably, on the surviving copy slips and shortcomings

by successive copyists have only conlpounded any that already existed
on the original map.167 Even so, expedients actributable to the mapmaker
himself can still be identifred. Observe, for example, the resort to “vertical”
routes, as from unnamed symbol no. 42 (5B4) and Venvsie (5B5). From

Asia Minor onward, his collation of different itineraries and his ability to
map the information from them satisfactorily both become less assured.

Thus places appear twice; some of this duplication may be better explained

differently, but the rest is most likely to be the mapmaker’s. To the left of
Asia Minor, duplication seems rare. Tivisco – shown once in 6A4 with a
symbol, once without – is a striking example, the more puzzling insofar
as it could easily have been elinhnated.16S Other instances mostly appear
11111]or. 1 o')

From Asia Minor onward to the map’s righthand end, however, seri-
ous confusion and duplication develop thac can only be attributed to the
mapmaker. Routes in the Amvrio (8B4) and Tra11is (8B5) areas, for exam-

pIe, become badly muddled.17c) The distance figure of a mere xv for the
stretch isaria to Animvrio (9B2) may be a copyist’s slip, but the severe and

misleading compression of this region must be the mapmaker’s. It must be
his error, too, to mark Pompeiopolis on one route without a symbol, and
again on another route just below with a symbol, followed immediately
by Soloe (the same city by another name in fact) without a symbol (all
9133). Prvsias and Cio (both 8B2) are another such duplication of a single
city – occupying successive stretches, the former with a symbol, the laccer

without. The same possibly applies to Piramvm and Mallo (both 9B4) , the
former marked above the latter, both without a symbol. Most egregious is

the duplication ofAmasia, which appears on two different routes, in both
instances with a symbol (8 As, 9Ar).171 Five further such duplications – in

three instances once with a symbol and the other time without – can be
identifIed wich more or less confidence across Segments lo and 11.17=

It is a surprise that the mapmaker’s presencation of the route network
declines so strikingly from Asia Minor onward, and an explanation is called

for. If (as seems likely) he worked from the left, an improvement in quality
as he proceeded might be expected, not a decline. Such a progression has

been observed of Trajan’s Column; its sculptors began at the bottom and

made fewer mistakes as they carved upward, because their grasp of what
\vas wanted grew with experience.173 The production of the Peutinger

map is clearly a different case. Here a variety of factors no doubt had a
deleterious impact from Asia Minor onward. Most damaging perhaps was
a struggle on che parc of the mapmaker to integrate route information and
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distance agures in Roman sources with data in corresponding non-Roman
materia1 as he moved beyond the Roman Empire.'74 Quite apart from the
unfamiliaritv of Persia and India as landmasses, the severe compression of

both that the layout required became a source of added difficulty. Further
possible inducements to reduced rigor can be imagined too. BY this stage

the mapmaker may have found himself under pressure to meet an inflexible
deadline for delivery of the map. Completeness and accuracy had never

been his primary concerns. Moreover, he sensed chat the lands east of the

Roman Empire and the routes there would receive the least attentIon or
scrutiny from viewers. He may also have anticipated that these lands would

in any case lie outside most viewers’ range of vision in the context for
which che map was intended.'75 Altogether, therefore, at this end of the

map he was prepared to lower his customary standard of work, shrewdly
wagering that he would not be called to account for the lapses.

a recognition that there needed to be some settlements in the former
category whose sylnbols could serve as “anchors.“ These were then linked
by the names of settlements or road stations situated in between, each name

accompanied by a frgure for the distance to the next. Symbols aside, it is
in fact the names with their associated frgures that created the frame for
the route network, not (as might appear at frrst glance) che red line work
beneath the names and distance fIgures. The names and frgures had co be
positioned with care to allow for the insertion of chicanes,176 but only
after the names and figures were in position could the route line work be

drawn.'77 This is not to deny that the route line work enhances the map
and assists its viewers. In certain instances such assiscance is vital. Without

it, a short link like that between Clefancaria and Membrissa (4C3) would

be overlooked (our copyist has indeed overlooked ic), as might the long
one between yconio (9B2) and Fines cilicie (9B3). In che absence of line
work. it is no longer clear how the stretches for Haste (IOC4) and Amostas

(IOB4) link to the network. The routes immediately beyond Aqvis Tatelis
( 2134) could easily be misunderstood: the line work here clarifIes that from

Aqvis Tatelis it is only possible to reach ForD Fvlvi or Libarnvm through
Dertona, and not directly in either case.

The potential for confusion in this latter instance is compounded by
the surprising absence of a symbol for Dertona. The mapmaker’s normal
practice was to mark each place where travelers face a choice of onward

routes with a symbol, although he refrained fron1 doing this when two
routes merely merge but do not intersect, especially in the case of short

links between two routes.'78 An important consequence is that only those
places marked by a symbol have their location established. Otherwise the

mapmaker stopped short of marking any settlement or road station along
a route with a specifIC location. He could hardly have been unaware of

the cartographic convention of siting a place or feature with a simple dot
or mark (“point symbol“),'79 but he resolutely refused to adopt it on this
map, even where it could prove advantageous and avoid clumsiness – as,
thr example, at the start or finish of a route,180 or for settlements marked in
isolation from the route network,181 or where pressure of space required a
route to become more or less “vereical.“l8=

The mapnraker’s priority in this regard was presumably to maintain an
unhindered sense of continuous movement to the right, as well as to keep
the map free of distracting clutter. Such means also act to reduce the risk
of viewers imagining the placement of intermediate settlements or road
stations to be more accurate than it really is. The three considerations

thac determine these placements are in fact the amount of space available
betu'een mo junction points, the number of intermediate settlements or
road stations that the nrapnlaker opted to mark there, and the length of
these names with their associated distance fIgures. The route stretch for a

short name with a high distance fIgure, therefore, may well occupy visibly

less space than that for a long one with a low distance figure: compare
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(b) Presentation
As argued above, the basis for laying ou[ the route network is a set of

principal settlements marked by symbols. These may well have been the
next features to be marked on the original map, immediately following
completion of its physical landscape base. As with the principal rivers
and mountain ranges, it is impossible to identify confrdently just which
settlements the mapmaker marked thus before he developed the route

network. The most likely are key nodal points such as Rome itself and
Carthage immediately below it in Africa on Segment 4, and (to illustrate

from Seg„ment 6) Tarento9 Regio? Messana, and Olympia. If the map’s

physical and cultural features are to relate at all satisfactorily, it is lmportant
that such settlements should be sited more or less in their correct locations;

to place them chus would be in any event none too ditTlcult once the
physical landscape was adequately outlined. By the same token, initial

placement of all the settlements along the African coast meriting a symbol
was equally important, although in this instance it nIight have proven a
greater challenge to site them at appropriate intervals. A major settlement
that merited marking initially was not necessarily a junction on the route
nerwork. Neither lpponte diarito nor Vtica Colonia, for exanlple (both on

Segment 4), was assigned that function, but both were major settlements
nonetheless, and the place of each along the entire length of the African
coast needed to be established. No doubt it was partly in relation to how

major coastal settlements had been sited fIrst that the mapmaker then

proceeded to place certain major settlemencs inland. On chis hypothesis,
thereti)re, in Segment 1 the placement of inland Sitifl col. and Cvlchvl

Colonia, for example, would have been influenced by the prior placement
of coastal Rvsvccvrv colon and Saldas Colonia.

The instances just cited can be replicated across the map. As with rivers
and mountains, the issue of whether a settlemenc was marked before

the development of the route network or during it matters less than
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Elvsa LXXI (9Cl) with Tasinemeci vriII (4AI), for example. In principle,

the length of a route stretch (bounded by a chicane at either end) is just
whatever length the name itself and the relevant distance figure happen
to comprise. Ideally, therefore, after space has been made to insert the
distance fIgure from the starting-point’s symbol to the fIrst intermediate
settlement or road station, the remainder of che route should comprise
a series of stretches neatly demarcated thus until the endpoint symbol is
reached. Instances where chis ideal is achieved can be found: Carnvnto to

Brigantio with four intermediace settlements or road stations, for example
(4A2–4A3) .

However, because Chem is liable to be great variation in the lengths
required for stretches, many routes inevitably depart from the ideal more
or less. Eicher the mapnraker found that the names and distance fIgures at
his disposal were fewer or shorter (or both) than the width available could

accommodate; or they were too many and too long. The first case was
easier for him to handle. He merely separated names and distance figures

to make longer stretches than Cheir letters strictly require. Even so, extreme
instances occur where chis expedient would not sutTrce. So here he resorted

to spelling ouc che details of the stretch, perhaps with a second mention
of the name, as in: “Si[lesv Ia. A SiLESVA AviBvs MILIA XVIIi“ (5C2).183 in
the second case, where space is tight, the natural solution (as already noted
above) was sinlply to omit one or more intermediate settlements or road

stations altogether. By defInition iE is impossible to establish just how

often the mapmaker deliberacely resorted to this rash expedient, although

any stretch with an unusually high distance figure (assuming the original
numeral has been copied accurately) could give rise to suspicion.184

It is easier to identify contrasting instances where the mapmaker clearly
rnight have made onrissions on purpose but declined (or declined to be
more drastically selective) .185 Instead, he often runs the end of one scretch

over the start of the next. Or he slopes a route so that names and discance

fIgures appear more beside it than along it (6B3, IIB2). Or he stacks
names and distance figures above and below a route (2BI, 7CI). Such

stacking is very much a last resort, however; it is so untidy, as well as
potentially confusing for viewers. In those instances the route line work

cannot run under every name, and the correct sequence of stretches may
not be self–evident. Another drastic buc clumsy expedient is to elongate

a route and then swing iE back, as from Amasia (8A5) to Sinope (9AI)
for example, where the route continues below and beyond Sinope, and
then makes a sharp reverse turn upward to enter it from the right.186 in
principle, one ingenious means of saving space on a route is to mark with a
symbol a settlement otherwise not considered to merit one;l87 but again it

is hard to establish whether the mapmaker allowed himself this expedient,
or whether a copyist has introduced it.188

In principle, the mapmaker would seem co have been committed to
stating the distance from every settlement or road station on the route

network to the next onward place. For the inclusion of a place on the
network, therefore, we might expect him to have had this distance frgure

at his disposal as well as the name (unless the place is a route’s ternIinal
point). It is understandable that oversight by successive copyists has led
to the omission of many distance fIgures (stretches overlaid in orange on

Map A). The possibility that some stretches lacked distance fIgures even

on the original map should not be ruled out eicher. In an uncrowded area
of North Africa, for example, where there is little to distract a copyist’s
attention, it does seem remarkable that all three of the fInal stretches of the

remote route ending at Veril89 should lack distance figures. One possible
explanation is that even the mapnlaker happened not to know them but

chose to mark these stretches anyway, not least because they improved the
coverage of a distinctly empty area.

The nlapmaker was evidently not concerned to state the unit in which
any distance frgure was measured, except in those few instances cited above

u’here his main purpose was to fIll space by spelling out the details of an
elongated stretch. These instances confrrm the natural assumption that the
Roman mile is the unit normally used.19c) Uniquely, the name Lvgdvno
( 1135) is followed by an atTrrmation that it is “capvt Galliar(vm) “ and that
the unit of distance measurement used thus far is the (Gallic) league –

“\'sq(vc) hic legas.“l91 Even so, this vague warning is hardly well placed
co assist viewers who follow the route network from the left, nor does it
inform chem of how the c\vo units relate to one another. It is perhaps best

regarded as a copyist’s addicion.19= To be sure, the map in its incornplete

surviving state never specifIes where on relevant routes the adoption of
the GaLlic league as the unit of distance measurement either begins or

ends. Moreover, there is reason to think that even within Gaul the map’s
practice is inconsistent, recording some distances in leagues and others in
Roman miles unpredictably. 193

It has been clainred'9+ that in regions to che east of the Roman Empire

t\vo more units for distances are used, the Persian parasang and an otherwise

unknown Indian one; Ehis latter prospect has more to recommend it than
the former. A switch to some Indian unit might be inferred from the
exceptionally high distance figures (ranging from 220 to 630) found on
the seven stretches of the lower route from Tazora (rIB3) through to
an unnamed settlement symbol (no. 77, 1 ICs). However, if che original
nrapmaker did somehow signify use of a different unit here, all trace of such

indication has disappeared. Otherwise, the fact is that both in this part of
the map and elsewhere no sequence of distance fIgures is sufficiently ouC of

the ordinary as to create the impression of a switch from Roman miles to
another unit such as Gallic leagues or Persian parasangs. The point applies

in particular to the upper route from Tazora itself and its continuations. It
remains likely chac the mapmaker needed to consult non-Roman sources

hr distance figures in Persian territory and beyond, but perhaps felt able
to convert all of them to Roman nriles except for one Indian unit.195
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Use of the Greek stade is specifred once, for a sea crossing, in a noEice
that may conceivably have been reproduced from an earlier map; even so,

neither endpoint of the crossing is specKled.196 Otherwise, it seems, the
mapmaker’s intention was to dispense with all distances by sea.197

A well–prepared Roman itinerary would evidently include as a matter
of course a fIgure for the total distance between its starting and finishing
points. But such totals, too, are absent from the map as it survives. It is

hard to see how they might be marked there neatly and meaningfully; a
table of them to one side would not be so awkward co provide, however.
Their absence from the map itself is perhaps no surprise for the further
reason that its maker was plainly averse to promoting any one route above
any OEher, or to highlighting his reconlnlended route between two places
when a choice was available. The line work of all routes is of equal weight,
and at each junction the user is not prompted in any way to choose one
onward route rather than another. Moreover, if totals were omitted alto–

gether, the mapmaker chereby freed himself from the potentially tiresome
obligation to ensure that the figures for successive stretches matched over-
all. Inaccuracy in this regard is not then inlnrediately detectible, and there
is no obstacle to the inclusion of stretches for which the distance happens
to be lacking.

Another practical concern for travelers that the mapmaker treats with
indifference is the need co proceed by ship at certain stages rather than by
land. Such transfers are routinely indicated in the Antonine Itinerary, for

example. As just noted, the mention of any distance by sea is the rarest of

occurrences on the map, and only once is a stretch noced as requiring a ship,
down a river as it happens: Hostilia to Ravenna “Per pad\rm“ (3B4), with
no distance fIgure. Elsewhere, however, the route in five stretches from

Miletvn1 (9Br ) to Patras (9B2) can in facE only be traversed by sea.198 The
same surely applies co the route in eleven stretches from Apsaro (9A5) – if
not farther back to Trapezvnte (9A2) – all the way to Sebastoplis (IOA2,).

In practice this route seems viable only by ship along the Black Sea coast;
hence its appearance on the map separated from that coast is all the more
unsatisfactory A journey Gesogiaco – Gravinvm – Ivhobona (all in I A2)
as represented by the map would likewise seem to require a ship, but again
the need is noc indicated.199

A striking aspect of the map’s design is a concern to demonstrate

the availability of a route along alnlost all the 'edges’ and coastlines that
it presents. The map’s upper edge is demarcated thus all the way from
Lvgdvno (Batavorum) at the lefthand end of Segment I frrst below the
Rhine, then below the Danube and even beyond it, as far as Tonris on the

Black Sea at the far end of Segment 7. This “demarcation“ resumes from
TrapezvnCe on Segment q and continues till the Caspian Sea is reached

at Teleda (roA5). Again from the leRhand margin of Segment I where
our copy begins, a corresponding route is already in progress close to the
lower edge. This route continues into Segment 6. There is then only a

route along che lower Mediterranean shore until Egypt is reached. Hereon,
however, one route or another again runs close to the map’s lower edge

all the way to its end, except for a break (or detour) demanded by the
nlarshes into which the Euphrates and Tigris drain (roC3). Within the
map, too, no coastline is without its corresponding route, except for much

of the upper shore of the Black Sea already mentioned, the upper left-
facing shore of Gaul, the fInal part of the Peloponnese beyond Epitavro
evidently (7BI–7Cr), and the right–facing shore of India at the map’s far
end. While these shores of Gaul and India may lack a route along them, the

nlapmaker leaves viewers in no doubt that there was still access to them by

this means, in fact ample access in the case of Gaul. Routes ring the only
three islands – Sicily, Crete, and Cyprus – on which a network of routes is
drawn.
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(c) Pictorial Symbols
There can be no denying that the mapmaker intended the many pictorial
symbols or “vignettes“ (over 550 of them on our copy) to be a distinctive
feature of the map, and that they do certainly enhance its appeal. They

need to be appreciated both in the general context of classical mapmak–

ing and more specifically in conjunction with the various principles that
determine this particular map’s presentation; how accurately they have
been reproduced by copyists is an important related issue.

Without question, pictorial symbols as such are not a novel feature here.
They are to be seen both on the Dura shield=a') and on the sixth-century
Madaba mosaic map,=QI the former likely to predate Che Peutinger map, the
latter to be later work.=c)= Illustrations featuring comparable symbols also

appear in the earliest extant manuscript of technical treatises by Roman
land surveyors (,rgriltletlsores) . The manuscript probably dates to the sixth

century, although the possibility remains open that these illustrations are
a copyist’s addition rather than a component of the treatises as originally
u-ritten at the earliest around A.D. loo.=o3 This said, there can be no doubt

that viewers of a publicly displayed land-survey map, just as of Rome’s
Marble Plan,=o4 were expected to grasp the signifIcance of conventional
representation of, say, centuriation, or (on the Plan) a column base or

a staircase. It is impossible to say whether maps for public display ever
incorporated an explanatory “key” or “legend.“ No surviving specimen

of classical cartography shows any sign of one; but chen no specimen
(the Peutinger map included) is complete. If there never was a key in
any instance, this should hardly surprise us. Ancient artists at least, if not

surveyors too, expected viewers of their work to interpret images for

themselves – as at a Roman triumphal procession, where the images of
(say) conquered regions or cities were evidently not labeled.205 No more
are the Columns of Trajan or Marcus Aurelius accompanied by a “key.

Detailed analysis of the map’s pictorial symbols forms the subject of
an entire monograph published by Annalina and Mario Levi (1967). The



interpretation that they advocate there may be disputed, but their differ-
entiation and classifrcation of the symbols are robust enough, and these are

gratefully adopted here with minimal modifrcation. The Levis create seven

categories (A–G) of symbol. Typically, the size of che symbols in the (A)
and (B) categories is smaller than all those in the other categories; the
three elaborate symbols in caEegory (F) are very large.

(A) occurs mosc often by far; its basis is a pair (always intended to be
idencica1) of tu’in towers. In each tower there are usually one or more

doors, or one or more windows;'o6 roofs are mostly pointed, but some-
times domed, and even diamond-shaped. The pairs are presented, broadly

speaking, in four styles:

surely have had no diffICUlty in devising additional symbols for forcs,
bridges. and mountain passes, for example,=aS not to mention line-work
styles for routes along rivers or across open water, territorial boundaries,
fortification lines, and aqueducts. Yet he preferred co exercise restraint
in the interests of offering viewers an attractive, uncluttered presentation,
and in order (o accen[uate certain features such as Rome itself and the

category (C) symbols, which are made especially conspicuous.
It is notable that the great majority of symbols appearing on our copy

of the map belong to category (A): 434 out of the 559 total. Moreover,
within this cacegorv as many as 3o6 reflect no more than a mere frve of the

eighty–eight variants; four of these fIve are only minimally different from
one another.'o9 Otherwise in only two instances=lo does a variant in any

category of symbol appear as many as nine times, and in a great number
of instances – including alnlost the entire categories (D), (E), (F), (G) – a
variant is actually unique. In category (C). with its thirty-eight variants,
onjy tu’o (CI , C2) appear more than three times.

In all likelihood the number of variants wichin the larger categories

was far smaller on the original map, and it is successive copyings that have
vastjy increased their total. Often, it seems, copyists were unconcerned to

reproduce individual symbols very fully or accurately. Most of chem cannot

be dashed off rapidly; rather, to draw them correccly requires time and
care.=' 1 Perhaps inevitably, our copyist (not to mention his predecessors)

failed to be as painstaking as he might in every case, so that in effect many
of the variants separated out by the Levis amount to little nrore than trivial
departures from a recognizable standard. Indeed, a purist could readily
identit\' even more variants, in particular (for what little it would probably

be worth) by adding the application of color to the criteria adopted by
the Le\’is.='= it is at least striking that in drawing the commonest type of
symbol (Aa), from Segmenc 9 onward our copyist mostly ceased to bother
with the triangles of black ink in the gable of each of the two towers, so
that variant (Aa2) is rare before that point, and varianc (Adl) rare after it.

Mos c, if not all, symbols n'ere presumably meant to require the use
of both black and red inks. When both are not used, we can often be
coIrndent enough that this is a cop)'isc’s slip or oversight.='i OccasionaLly,
hon-ever, it is conceivable that only one color ink \vas intended.='+ The
norm is for the frame of a SYmbol co be drawn in black, but in some
instances it is partly red= 15 and in others wholly red.-'h in addition, some

or all of a symbol’s “\valls“ may be colored brown.=' 7
In practice even the three main categories of symbol (A, B, C) differ-

entiated by the Levis seem less clear-cut than might be inlagined from

the drawings in their book, because many of chese drawings are in facE
ideal forms“ rather than exact reproductions. Thus, in IIly perception,

those variants of the (D) category which have no more than MO roofs
separated by open space (their D2, 4, 7, 9. lo) are better classified as further
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(A)

(Aa, with 53 variants) : with each tower standing separately but linked
both above, below, and even around, by a wall of some kind, either

presumably a blank t-ortincation, or some Hat-roofed structure that

incorporates a window, even a door or perhaps gate;=c);
(Ab, \\’ich 20 variants) : with the towers linked below, and even around

too, buc nowhere higher up;

(Ac, with 7 variants): with the towers abutting one another directly,
leaving no space or structure in bet\\’ecn;

(Ad, \vi ch 8 variants): with the space in between the two outer

towers occupied by a third tower (sometimes smaller), making a
three-tower symbol.

(B, \ach 36 variants): rectangular “temple“ buildings, presented side-
ways on, with sloping roof, and always some combination of door(s)
and windows.

(C, with 38 variants) : rectangular “bath“ buildings, presenced obliquely
from above so as to depict the entire open space, or pool, that most
of these structures enclose; all roofs are pointed, and chere are always

window(s) or door(s) or both.
(D, with 5 variants): buildings (storehouses?) colnprising two, three,

or four elongated rectangular blocks, in some instances with open

courtyards in between; doors, windows, pointed roofs.
(E, with 6 variants) : cities defIned by cheir circuit walls with towers and

gates.

(F, with 3 variants): elaborace symbols for major cities, each individu-

ally designed, with an enthroned personification of the city as the
centerprece.

(G, with 7 variants) : either symbols designed for an exceptional purpose,

or extraordinary embellishments of category (A) .

Altogether the nlapmaker can be seen as deliberately lilniting himself
to the use of few categories of symbol, and even then he only uses one
cacegory very often, and MO others often (see further below). He would



variants of the (C) category, rather than as signifying a quite different type

of structure. In particular, the Levis' C3 1 and DIO are very similar, and
not sited so far apart from one another on the map. Equally, those variants

of the (C) category where the building is fully roofed over would hardly
lead viewers of the map to assume that a bath or spa is being represented,

especially when the associated name has no such obvious connotation.218

Despite their lack of special concern for most symbols, copyists
nonetheless evidencly did devote time and trouble embellishing some for

one reason or other. They even added several, while omitting others. For
example, both the name AD SCM PETRVM and its symbol – comparable in

style to category (B) – are surely subsequent additions to ROMA (4B5).
The symbol for Tarso cilicie (9B4), by con Erase, has been dropped! as has
presumably thac for the major junction Casarodvno (IB3).=19

The case of Casarodvno raises the important issue of the mapmaker’s

criteria for determining which places should be marked with a symbol and

why. On the route network one primary criterion is plainly the function
of a place as more than just a T-junc[ion.==c) On SegnrenE I , it is true, this
justihcacion for a symbol is neglected in several instances,== ' but thereafter

failure to observe it is notably rare.=-= Given the mapmaker’s determination
not to employ simple “point symbols,“ the crossover of regular stretches

can prove notably untidy and confusing.=23 So it is much to the benefit
of viewers for every place that serves as more than just a T-junction to be
marked with a symbol.

This said, a high proportion of places marked by a symbol are in fact
situated either at a T-junction, or simply along a route, or are even isolated
(off the route network). In each of these instances there needed to be
some other reason – not necessarily self-evident from the map itself – that
prompced the mapmaker to mark the name wich a symbol and to choose
its category. His sources for making these decisions elude us.==4

It is tempting to suspect that places with certain forms of name are
automatically marked with the associated category of symbol, so that
in particular any name incorporating a divinity should be marked with
category (B), and “Aqvae“ or similar names with category (C). It is true
that all six occurrences of Addiana(m) are marked by a symbol,2=5 but
by contrast instances of Adhercvle(m)==6 and Admercvriv(m)==7 are to
be found both with and withouc a symbol, while neither occurrence of
Admartis==x is marked by one.==9 Again, many of the “Aqvae“ names

are marked by a symbol, but not all. It is presumably deliberate choice,
therefore, not accident, that the mo occurrences ofAdaqvas at 5CI and

5C3 should both be marked by a symbol while Aqvas Regias (5CI) in
between them is not. Likewise Aqva viva (4B4) is marked by a symbol,
but the same name in 4A3 is not, nor is Adaqvas in 4133.2lo

Very deliberate selection of names for marking by a symbol is suggested

by the fact that in some instances a route can proceed a considerable
distance across the map without any name being so marked. On the

route fronr Petavione (4A2) to the right, for example, not until Mvrsa
rnaior (5 Az) is another place marked by a symbol, after fIfteen intervening

stretches. The interval is even greater – over thircy intervening strecches –
between Leptimagna col. (6C4) and Bernicide (7C4) . Strikingly, however,

there then at once follow three places marked by symbols: Hadrianopol(is) ,
Tavchira col., and Ptolomaide

Such indicacors that che mapmaker’s use of symbols was carefully con-
sidered are unimpeachable. At the same time, however, contrary indicators

can be observed that are hard to account for. For example, some instances

occur (already noted above), where a place is defrnitely or very probably
marked twice on the map, one tiIne with a symbol, the other without
one,=3' thus suggesting that the mapmaker became prone to proceed arbi-

trarily in this regard. Equally, when a place is to be marked by a symbol,
the category chosen may seem puzzling. A category (B) symbol hardly

seems the obvious choice for Saldas Colonia (IC4), Aventicvm Hele-
tiorvn1 (2A2), or (onward from the latter) Avgvsta Rvracvm (2A4); the
possibility that one or more of these symbols represents a copyist’s slip

cannot be ruled oclc. Likewise it is odd to find Ad Pretorivm (iAs), Ad
Horrea (5C2), and Aqva viva (4B4) all marked by category (C) STm-
boIs.=3= The intended signifIcance of the category (D) symbol – occurring
in only fIve instances, each a unique variant – is particularly diffICUlt to
determine

It seems reasonable co infer that the mapnraker’s category (A) STm-
bol=33 was meant to distinguish places of administrative, commercial, mil-
iCLtry, or other well-known importance, and nlostly ic does fulfill this
purpose. Even so, queries arise about certain choices, juxtapositions, and
omissions. Unless the mapmaker was just reaccing automatically to the fIrst

word of the name, iE is a surprise to find Fano Fvgitivi (4B3), for exam-
plc, marked by a symbol when the Bordeaux Itinerary=34 terms it only a
tllllr,lrio. the mou modest type of scopping point. Other places seemingly

too modest to mark by a symbol are: Bitvriza (3B3); Indenea, Iovnaria
(both 5 A2); Inalperio, Siclis, Epetio (all 5 A3); Inaronia (5 A4) , and possibly
the unnamed symbol (no. 38) immediately beyond;=35 Adteglanvm (5B5) ;

fOIIS (7B3); Melena (8A2); Gargara (8B3); Bylae (9A3); and also several
across Segments lo and I I that remain more or less inrpossible to evaluate
for lack of information.=36

Among unexpected juxtapositions are the appearance of Tvbvrbo-
nlaivs (4C4) without a symbol, but Admercvrivm (4C5) nearby with one;

likewise Gravisca without a symbol, followed by Mindo Fl. with one
(both 4B2); Adnonvm with a symbol, followed by Casilino without
one (both 5B3); Haila withouc a symbol, followed by Addianarn with
one (both 8C5); Evropos without a symbol, followed by Nagac with one
(both IIB2). Here, then, are fIve cities that the mapmaker might have
been expected to mark by a symbol but chose not to, for whatever rea-

sons. Others can be suggested too, with varying degrees ofconfrdence.=37
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5 . THE INTEGRATION OF CARTOGRAPHy AND ART

The lack of consistency that time and again may be suspected in the map-
maker’s marking of symbols did not deter the Levis=38 from maintaining

that the great majority of them were designed to indicate at a glance to
travelers the level of services and accommodation (on a scale from modest
to extensive) available at the places thus identifred. To be sure, che Levis

fort)ear to elaborate upon this perspective in detail. It is in any case hard to
credit, with its presumption of an extraordinary level of detailed knowl-

edge on the mapnraker’s part, not to mention a sophisticated coding of
symbols faithfully reproduced by a long succession of copyists. Underpin_
ning this perspective, too, is the broader assumption that the map truly
was designed for practical use. The close exdnrination of the mapmaker’s

design and practice attempted in the present chapter? howeveR leads me

to conclude that this traditional view is no longer sustainable.

Even so, to propose alternative priorities on the part of the mdpmaker is
no reason to disparage his cartographic skills. On the contrary, his imagi-
native remolding of the orbis fcrr,lrll ttl, his studied choice of components for
the nlap, his adherence to mature cartographic principles! and much else
besides, are all masterly. Nonetheless, it needs to be recogpized that overall

he deployed such expertise for the accomplishment of primarily noncar-

tographic ends; hence he remained unperturbed by levels of selectivity,
rnconsrstency, and carelessness unacceptable in a map intended for serious

consultation on the ground. The idiosyncratic integration of scientific
data and artistic inspiration is precisely the quality that gives his creation
its special force. This is not a map to be taken at face value for making
journeys or planning campaigns. In their various ways, certain earlier maps
and conlpamble irnages either produced by Romans or known to them
had already idealized regions=39 or cities, especially Rome itself.=4' This

map goes further by daring to idealize the entire world, and through a rad-
ical refashioning it articulates fundamental contemporary concerns about

Roman power and values, the subject of Chapter 5.

CHAPTER FOUR
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RECOVERY OF THE ORIGINAL MAP FROM

THE SURVIVING COPY

HIS THIRD AND last of the chapters to examine the surviving copy

marks a transition to making the lost original map the primary focus
of attention. The issue addressed here – of how accurately our copy may
be reckoned to reproduce the original – has the greatesc importance, but

in facE the confidence with which assessments can be offered must vary
considerably. If the danger were not already obvious enough by its very

nature, Ptolemy himself warns that repeated copying of a map leads to
the conlpounding of errors.1 Moreover, even for the production of the
original, it may be unrealistic to assume that the data was uniformly correct

and complete as supplied or marked in the first instance.=

Thereafter, omissions, slips, and distortions are all too easily introduced
by copyists through oversight or inaccuracy, especially in the case of line

work. Copyists are also liable to make deliberate omissions, adjustments,
and additions. Where parchment is used – as in the case of our copy –
certain adjustments may patently be mere shifts in the placement of names

in order to avoid holes or cuts.3 More generally, however, there will
often be no means for copyists’ initiatives to be detected once made, let
alone reappraised. Some may reflect worthy intentions in the interests of
inlproving and updating the map. Others, by contrast, may at best be
decorative licence on the part of copyists keen to enlbroider it in some
way or other, and unconcerned that its integrity might suffer as a result.4

By definition, an assessment of the extent to which our surviving copy
is reckoned to depart from the lost original further depends upon the
impression formed of the latter’s character and date. Due consideration of

these fundamental issues must await Chapter 5. Suffice it to state here my
view that the lost original is most likely to have been produced for display

in a ruler’s public space during the Tetrarchic period around A.D. 3oo. If

our sole surviving copy is to be dated around i200,i then nine hundred
years separate it from the original, through a line of successive copies –

no doubt varying in quality – which is beyond recall. Hence all efforts to

T



56. Rcjcllsl)IIrR added below Rrxit lo, and SaI :putq below II'at 'o (both 3 A4).
57. See the database entry for Fl. R/1,71tllll,I.

58. Most cleariy seen in the vicinity of .41'qI'sfa Prctorid (2B4).

21 . This is Ptolemy’s recommendation (Gcclg. 2.1.4) .

22. The marking of two settlements (1)iotahi, I)erta) linked by a route on
unnamed island no. IO7 is extraordinary.

23. See further below, Conclusion. sec. I
24. On this latter aspect, see further below, Chap. 5, sec. 3.
IS. As already mentioned, the North African coastline is lowered in turn for

a brief distance (5C5–6CI) to accommodate the island of Djerba (no. 42,
unnamed) .

26. An in 7BI–7B3. To place Cytera much closer to the Peloponnese would
seem to pose no diffrculty, however; so the choice not to do so remains a
puzzle.

27. For Delphi as geographic center, protecting the earth’s navel (Olnphdtos) . see
S. (J. Cole, “'I know the number of the sand and the measure of the sea’:
Geography and Difference in che Early Greek World,“ in K. A. Raafiaub
and R. J. A. Talbert (eds.), Gcograp Ity at Id Erhttogmplly : Perccpriotts eFl llc ltilrlli
if I Pre-.\lOltCTtl Sociclics (Oxford, 20r o), 197–2 14.

=8. 7B5–8C2.
29. To the left of the Bosporus, by concrast, there are no such consequences

to ringing the Black Sea with settlements that actuaLly lie on its west coast
(BIr Ids 22 F4 – 52 D2)

30. From, say, Lamasco (8B2) to Chidvn1 (= Cnidos, 9B I).
3 1 . From, say, Chidvm to Aregea (= Aegeae, 9B4)
32. 8C3–9B4.
33. Elsewhere, too, such s[retches can be found in close proximity (along Seg-

ment 4 above the Adriatic’s upper shoreline, for example, and above AnU-
ochia at the righthand end of Segment 9). buE not to the same extent as in
North Africa

34. Originating in 8Cr .
3 s. See B.+rIas, 87 E4–Gz; the route could regarded as the counterpart, so to

speak, co the western one from Tomis (7A4).
36. No wonder that Hummelberg, who labored to copy the entire map accu-

rately for the frrst time, was unimpressed by ics Anal part. In ofFering Beatus
Rhenanus a glirnpse on April 6, 1526, he writes: “Eius itrnerrs extrenlan1
tabellam his adnexam tibi mitto, uc videas, qualis tota sic farrago“ (“I am
sending you the fInal segment of the itinerary attached to chis letter so that
you may see the kind of complete hotchpotch that it is“). Letter 256 in
Horawitz and Hartfelder (1886), 364.

37. =Ecbatanis Partiorvm (1 ICI).
38. = Persepoliscon Mercivm persarvm (IrC2)
39. Mare Hyrcanivn1, leading into unnamed Ocean (loA5–II A2)
,+o. These are initially a single range (from 2,B2), which soon splits; the Apen–

nines continue R)r far longer (to 6B2) than the Alps (to 3 A2, although with
separate otTshoots thereafter) .

41. 9BI–IrB5.
42. To IB2.
43. Named “FI.“ only, 3 As (no. 27A).
44. Unnamed (no. rI9) but for the crossing ac 9C5.

45, Nos. ro9 and ilo (9A2).
46. Italy’s west coast close to che north coast of Africa, for example; Verona

(3 A3) to Iv,IVO (3 A4); Actanicopoli (6133) to Leptimagna col. (6C4); Perg-
arno (8B3) to Alexandria (8C3).
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3o4 r . See, for example, Weber, K,IIn+llCllr,Ir. lz; TII ’0, B S 1 ll'blfkarrcn del
.+tltikc / . Atl,-ict11 ,’V,IIU qf thc ltilrld . 1.2 Trbllla PetIt it tErri,it la (text by J. Wagner1
1984); Brodersen (1995), 1 87.

The fact that copyists have chosen to reproduce it on a varying number
of parchments, sheets, or plates is irrelevant to che conception of the de-
Sl an

3. Chap. I, sec. I

4. For Miller (ll.\lillcr. Xl_II; cf. ,\lappacnlutt di. Heft Vl [1898]? 9ol 94) 7 Rome is

only the center point of the Mediterranean, noc of the entire map. Weber1
Koltttnr+lrar. 13, is ready to think otherwise.

5. Letter 256 (Hummelberg to Be,ltus, April 6, 1526), in Horawitz and Hart-
felder (1886), 364.

6. See further below, Conclusion, sec. 1
7. See above, Chap. 1, sec. 2 (b) and Plate 4.

B. 7.5. I–16 stackelberger = J. L. Berggren and A. Jones, Pro lcllly ’s Geogra-
phy: .In .+tIll ota rcd TrattslaTI,in qf tIle T}lcorct ical C Flap Icrs (Princeton [NJ]
and Oxford, 2000), IO8–rI. Although this work by Ptolemy – writ-
ten around the mid–second century A.D. at Alexandria – is commonly
called the GcoRmplly . its actual title was Glide fo Dr,lu'it IX d [ltlrld ,\lap
(yECDypa9lKtI O9dynals). If Ptolenly himself drew maps to accompany the
text (as he might well have done), all are lost; the surviving “Ptolemy“ maps
often presented with the text are in fact medieval work or later.

9. See further below, sec. 4 (b).
lo. See further below, Chap. 5, sec. 3.

Il. These are themselves loose terms: see, for example, S. P. Mattern) Rome
alld tIto Etlclll I' : Itllpcrial Sr r,rfc,cy in the Prillrip,Irc (Berkeley! (_- At I999)? 4I–
66; W V Harris, “The Mediterranean and Ancient History,” in id. (ed.)7
Rcrllitlkitlx fIle Xlcdircrratlcatl (Oxford, 2005), I–42, at I $–I6.

12. Our copy does not preserve any name(s) for it. For the persistenc conviction
that the oikotlltlctlc was surrounded by Ocean, see J. S. Romm7 T llc Edges cf
The Earth in Indent Thougtlt: Geography, Exploration, and Fiction (Princeton1
NJ. 199=), 12–17, 33–36, 41–44.

13. This section draws upon my earlier study, “Peutinger’s Roman Map: The
Physical Landscape Framework,“ 221–230 and Tafeln ls–I6 in M. Rath-
mann (ed.), \t-alrrnclnnltn! IInd Etf,rsstttl.q Reoqmptlischcr Rdutnc in der Antike
(Mainz, 2007).

I4. Refer to the separate layers for each on Map A.
15- At 8Ar , che Golden Horn (on which Sycas lies) is in turn exaggerated.

I6. For discussion of sources, Chap. 5, sec. 2.
I7. 2Bs–3CI

1 8. By contrast, the map prescribed by Ptolemy affords Sardinia and Sicily equal
coverage (see Ptc)1. Greg. 8.9. I–4, StOckelbergcr with the ]atcer’s Ptolemaic
map EIItop,1 , 7) ,

IQ. 5C5–6Cr, island no, 42.

20. B.4rllls, Map 48. and Dire,-IL>ry . p. 736.
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47 .

48 .
49 .

For example, Vesontine (2 Al) to Avgvsta Rvracvm (2 A4); Verona (3 A3)
to Hostilia (3B4) and in turn to Ravenna (4BI); Vtica colonia (4C3) to
Chartagine colon (4C5).
See further Chap. 5, sec. 3.
In addition, the copy of a map in P.+rtctllid. should not be overlooked: see
C. Gallazzi, B. Kramer, and S. Settis (eds.), li Pdpiro dr A rrcnlidoro (Milan1

2008), 273–3o8. Doubts have been expressed about the authenticity of this
docunrent in whole or in part, however, and in any event the map in its
unfInished nature proves frustratingly ditTrcult to interpret. For discussion1

see R. Talbert, “P.Artemid.: The Map,“ in K. Brodersen and J. EIsner
(eds.), Inld£cs dtld Texts OII 1 llc “.+rrettlidorlls Papyrus, ” Historia Einzelschrift
214 (Stuttgart, 2009) , 57–64.
O. A. W Dilke, in Hist Carl, I (1987), 220–25.

See http://fornlaurbis.stanford.edu with J. Trimble, “Visibility and Viewing
on the Severan Marble Plan,“ in S. Swain, S. Harrison, and J. EIsner (eds.)1

Sri ’crLlt I Culture (Cambridge, 2007), 368–84.
Small fragments of other city plans on marble survive from Rome and else-
where, but there is no knowing how any of these plans were displayed or
how large they were when complete: see J. Trimble, “Process and Trans-
formation on the Severan Marble Plan of Rome,“ in Tdlbert and Unger
(2008), 67–97, at 69–76.

See IIly entry in P Barber (ed.), T llc ,\Iap Book (London, 2005)9 24–25)
with Brodersen (1995), I45–48, and S. James, Excalutiolls af Dtlr,1-Europos

r92br937, Final Report: The drIlls and Arnrotlr and C)fIIer ,\Iitifary Equipment
(London, 2004) , 25, 39 (Tower 2) for nndspot and cotttp,lmt lda.
See further on this perspective G. W Bowersock, “The East–West Orien-
tation of Mediterranean Studies and the Meaning of North and South in
Antiquity,“ in Harris (zoos), 167–78.

I4.6.lo, “ . . . a primo ad ultimum solem se abunde iactitant possidere.’
Ptol. (;cog. 2.1 ,5,

Further discussion by B. Salway, “Putting the World in Order: Mapping in
Roman Texts,“ in R. J. A. Talbert (ed.), A ncicnr Pcrspt'cfit 'cs : \laps ,mId Their
Place in I lcsopol,lttlia , E.qypr , Grccrc, culd Ronlc’ (Chicagop forthcoming).
HisrCart. I (1987), 222.
Trinrble (2007), 368, with http://formaurbis.scanford.edu.
See B. s,away, “Sea and River Travel in the Roman Itinerary Liter,lturel’
in Talbert and Brodersen (2004), 43–96, at 92–95.
See M. H. Crawford, “Tribus, tessdres et r6gions7“ CR qI (2002): 1125–35.
Note the placement of the two regions of both Panrronia (4A33 s A2) and
Moesia (sAs, 6A2).
On its coloring, see also above, Chap. 2, sec. 2 (a).
The occasional instance where red, not black, is used to demarcate coastline

(for exanlple, island no. 27; the left end of Sicily on Segment 5; compare
the small islands no. 1 5 and no. I6, colored entirely red) must surely be
a copyist’s error. Likewise it seems no more than a copyist’s clumsiness to
mark out each letter in LVCCANI A (5B5–6BI) by a red stroke or bIc)bI and
then to add the letters themselves in black

The shade of red chosen as nII for mountain ranges on our copy may vary
from dark to light: see, for example, no. IO9A in 1 IB2–II B3 .
See the layer for Map A “River courses: supplementary line work.“

67. Note the discussion by Salway (2004), 87–88. In his Rapporf , p. III, Des-
jardins (1869–74) is convinced thac this lining signified frontiers; at fIrst the
uncomprehending copyist reproduced some of it, but chen he simply ceased
to bother

68. See further below, sec. 4 (c).

69. For example, lakes nos. 1. 2 (2,As); 21 (IrB3); 22 (rICs).
70. Our copyist has not troubled to serrace some parts of the Apennines (range

no. 1 5) or of the long range (no. I I) along the botton1 of the map as sharply
as others; range no. i20, coo, is less sharply serrated than others in its part
of the map.

71. See further below, n. I37.
72, Especially along range no. ro9A on Segments IO–II .
73. Chicanes that turn upward can be found. In some instances, though not

all, their departure from the norm is nrdnifestly deliberate (particularly to
overcome the constraints of limited space), but has no special significance.
Instances include: Riobe (I A4); Varcia (rAs); +dllio (2Ar); Gemenello
(2B3); Cirta colonid (2C5) – Castellvm Fabdtianvm (3CI); Tarnasici (4AI);
Svrpic,IIIO (4B4); Adrvbras (4B5); Adlefas (5B4); Stenas (6B5); Mandis
(7C5); Phara (8C4); MileNnr – Mindo Fl, (9B I ); Lazo (IIBI). The upward
chicane after Nenretac-o (I A2) may well be a copyist’s slip.

74. See further below, Chap. 4, sec. 3

75. Compare BAll,is, I7 D2, southward.
76. “Fines” is a common name or component of one; ac the provincial level,

note Tvccd frnes atfrice et mavritanie (ICs); Fines cilicie (8B4 and note in
database entry; 9B3) .

77. On its potential impact, see below, Chap. 5, sec. 3
78. For exanlple, Port(vs) Calovitanvs (5 A3); AMAXOBirSARMATE (6A2);

M++ASCOLPVS, LA(c)ONICE (both 6B5); perhaps also Levcopetm (6B2);
Salolime (8AI), if this is a garbling of Greek K,IIOS Limen.

79. See further above, Chap. 2, secs. 2 (b) and (c)
80. There seems to be no significance to such exceptions as Fl. Tanno (6B2),

Fl. Agalingvs (7A3); they may well refiecc the oversight or carelessness that
Steinmann suggescs above, Chap. 2, sec. 2 (b) (i).

81 . Uniquely in the case of PROViNCiA AFRiCA (2C5–6C3, the most elongated

name on the map), two different colors are used – black for the fIrst word,
red for the second. It seems no more than oversight or decoration that
one-word names in red may be followed by a stop in black: nAci, VAPri
(both I A2); or that two-word names in black may be divided by a stop in
red: note SAGAES cvrnAE (II Al), ABYOS CvrHAE (II A3)

82. In 9Ar , for example, PONTICr and PAFLACONrA run close enough for a viewer
to confuse chem; for the former to appear in red and the latter in black
is welcome guidance. The same may be said of QVADr and rvTVGr (3 As);
PALESTrNA and SYRRiA PHOENrx (9C2); and ARGENE svPERIORrs and MONS

TAVRVS (IIB2)
83. See further below in this connection, sec. 4 (b).
84. The placement of Fl. Nigella (3B2) is therefore atypical, especially as this

name LOU Id have been written horizontally and closer to the source of the
river (no. roQ). Likewise puzzling is the island name Crocira Port(vs) on
its side when there is no visible need to place it thus (no. 53, 6B2)

85. Note the Avlona–Actanicopoli route (6B3).
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86. Notable instances where care is exercised to avoid such overrunning include

Avgvst\’m (1) (2B I); Ac[.]lOVIn Fl., Calidon Fl. (both 6134); Pcolomaide
(9C2); Coclisindor(vn1) (rICs).

87. Names and frgures that accordingly overrun open water or river courses
include ragvrio (sA:); Caprasia (6B I ); Melena (6B5); Macomadase I(orvm)
(7C I); Epifania (9C4); Hispa (IOB2); and the remarkable route from Tigvbis
(loC3) to Hatris (loC5). By contrast, lettering for Ad Horrea (5C2), which
extends into open water. need not have done so.

88. Note. for exalnple, Iovnaria (5 A2); Tessalonic(a)e (7B2); Ptolonlaide (7B4);
Phemenio (8B2); Appollonia (8B3).

89. Among exceptions, typically arising from constraints upon space, note the
stretches for Diolindvm (IB2); Vindonissa (2A5); Lepidoregio (3B3); Foro
Gallorvm (3B4); Vico mendicoleo (sBs); Tanno Fl. (6B2); Stenas (6B5);
Ceroni (7Bl); Macomadase I(orvn1) (7Cr); Sagari(vs) Fl. (8A3); Stratoni-
cidi (8C4); Celenderis. Lapheto (both 9B3); Roschirea, Tigvbis, Hadia (all
IOC3)

90. If [..]NTVS PorEMONr[ . . . Is (9A2) names a region, as seems likely, then its
placement n’holly within open water is exceptional but understandable in
context (see its database entrY) . Likewise exceptional, and without obvious
justification, is such placement of two isolated settleInent names in 7C4,
TARICUA and tiNl– ? –1RC)

9 1 . Predictably, exceptions occur, typically where space is linrited: for example,
in 3B5 Fl. Brintesia (no. roll); in 4B5 Fl. [– ? –]a[– ? –] (no. 4D); three in
5BI (nos. 46, 47, 48). The name for Fl. Bag+[– ? –]da (no. 42, 4C3) is also
needlessjy written thus

92. Note Fl. Pacdbvs no. 3 (rAl); Fl. Nigrinvm no. 13 1 , Fl. Ox\'s no. 132, Fl.
Sygris no. 1 33 (all 1 1 A2); no doubt also no. 7 (IB 1), where the name would

be wichin the lost part of the map. Fl. Renvs no. zA (1 Al), and probably
also Fl. TYgris no. 127 (roC4), are named r\vice at their mouths.

93. Note Fl. Riger no. 5 (IB2–IAs). In 2A5–3 Ar the view’er who inferred from
the stopping point Ad Renvm that the river (unnamed here) beginning its
course immediately above is the Rhine would be correct, as it happens; on
the river’s course here, see further the database entrv for Ad Renvm

94. Exceptions do occur, buG seldom. Note, hr exanlple, the second I in ITALIA
(4133); C in PICbNVM (4B4).

95. See further below, sec. 3 (D.

96. The otherwise curious tlgure llX on the Navpactos stretch (6B5) is perhaps
to be regarded as another 28 originally written thus, but now missing its
initial xx. Colnpare llxxx on a nlilestone (C IL, XVII.4.1 no. 1 88).

97. Cornparable instances of ix: Tartvrsanis (IA 1 ); Adaqvas (4B3); Astvra (5BI);
Avidwicvs (5C2); So[– ? –]w (8B5); Monogami (8C3); Hatica (9CI).
Instances ofxxlx: Agatinno (6B I ); Coridallo (9B2); Calcida (9B5). Instances
of XXXIX: Sagari(vs) Fl. (8A3); Tvana (9B2).

98. Also IX for Ebvtiana (5B3), XIX for Viciano (6A3), XXIX for Mandvris (6BI).
99. Compare the choice of IX for the successive stretches Pretorio and Ad

Pannonios (6A+), where space is more limited.
loo. For other instances of numerals divided simply by a space, see Hadrianopoli

(6133); Corcinl.] (8BI); possibly also Pesw (5B5).
lol . Further instances: unnamed no. 3 1 (4B I); Foro clodo (4B2); Confiventib(vs)

(5A5); Invinias (5B3); n)ns (7B3); also AD SCM PETRVM added later (4B4).
I oz, See the summary of vie\vs by Bosio (1983), 127–28.

lo3. Note. for example, three peninsulas and associated bays on the Adriatic
coast in s A2–sAI ; three likewise along Italy’s Mediterranean coastline in
5(==–sCsi and two along the African coast (5C2. 5C5).

IO4.(-.onsideration of the map’s use of the term would have been welcome in
TLL s. v. (-olnparablc use in another cartographic context is perhaps to be
found in the dedicatorv verses written for a map commissioned by Theo-
dos,ins II (“Hoc opus egregium, quo mundi sunlnra tenetur,/ Aequora
quo, montes, Hu\'ii, portus, freta et urbes/ Signantur . . . “; see below,
(--hap. 51 n. 19). Sal\\-ay (2004)1 92, believes that port it's) can be consid-
ered a scribe’s slip tOT pro(lllt'tl)r(rril'nI) (promontory) in at least one instdnce

on the Peutinger map, but more generally this explanation lacks conviction;
a slip for posirio (anchorage) might seem rather more plausible.

lo5. Sin\,s Pestanvs (5C5) appears comparable, with the terms 5itll’s and PL'rtl’>

seemingly interchangeable in this context.
lo6. Map C outlines those rivers that can be identifIed (nrany cannot) as far

east as the Euphrates and Tigris on a B. IrIds base. For the imporCance
of rivers in Romans’ view of the world, note 1. Oscenberg, Staxitl.\: tIlt
IT I,rId: Spoilst Captir'cs, ,uld Rcpresctlr,rtiolls itt fIle Rom,rtl Triutnpllal Proccssiotl

(Oxford, 2009), !3c>–45.
lo7. \H. 4.79.

ro8. Note, for exanrple, nos. loV, 62, 97, 99
t09. Note nos. 49, 50, 5 s (all in 5B2); no. 43b; Cynips (no. 81); no. 120.
rio, Note in parcicular the Escvs (no. r5E) and the unnamed Margus (no- ISC).
III . BI rIas , 40 Br
11:. For exanlple, rivers nos. 95, 97, 98, 99.
1 13. For e)<amp leI Adenvm (3 A3); Arnvnr Fl. (3B2); Sinnvnr Fl. (3B5); Vbvs

Flvmen, Armoniacvm Fl. (both 3C3); Arrabo Fl. (4A3); Mindo Fl.
(4B2); Misco Fl. (4B3); Flvsor Fl. (4B4); Armascla FI, (4C I); Hapsvn1 Fl.
(6A2) .

rI4. See, for example, rivers nos. 18, 39, 70, rI4, 115, 125
IIS. See, for example, rivers nos. 22, 44, 49, 53, 63, 66, 89, 90. 91, 941 lo9.
1 16. Normal lys “FI.“ preceding a name signifies a river, whereas “FI.“ following

a name signifies a route stretch that takes its name from a river.
117. See, for example, rivers nos. zA (in 2A5–3 AI), r5C, 26C, 57, 64, 71 , 72,

73, 9 S, 98, IOO.
rI8. For example, rivers nos. 69B, 97, 99, 112.
II9. Note rivers nos. 94, 124; compare unnamed river no. 8, where our ropyist

corrected this error made either by himself or by a previous copylst.
120. Note, however, river no. III

r2i . No. 126A and no. 127 Fl. Tygris drain into marsh; cf. Philostratus, LiFt' qt
Apoll,ulitl$ i.20.2 (Jones) .

122. Note rivers nos. 26b Fl. Pallia, 86A. 86B, 92, 116; conlpare the copyrng
errors corrected in rivers nos. loS Ambrvm and loT, also in nos. 26A (4135)

and 59.
123. [– ? –] Aj– ? –] (=As).

124. It is conceivable, as Salway (2004), 92, argues, that he is working frc)in
sources of difFerent types, and failing to combine their data satisfacto-
rily. Islands hcreabouts and their names are nruddled too: see next section
belo\\-

125. See in general s.v. ''Inselt“ RIC. 18 (1998), cols. 3 lz– 28 (E Prontera). For
a large mosaic ''nlap“ of sites connected with the goddess Aphrodite on
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Mediterranean islands from Sicily eastward (late third/early fourth century
A.D. ?), note F Bt-jaoui, “IIes ct villcs de la M6diterran6e sur unc rrrosalque
d’Ammaedara,“ CR 41 (1997): 827–60.

126. More could have been related thus, however, among them Corsica and
Sardinia in particular; see further above, sec. 1 (b)

127. See 2C5, 6B2, roC4, in each instance with all islands named; 3C3 without
individual names

128. 5 A3; cf. B. IrIas, 20 D6 and discussion below, Chap. 4, sec. I .
129. As no. 5 1 (6A2) and no. 62 (6B3).
r30. As no. 60 (6B3) and no. 64 (6C3).
I3 1 . In addition, Salway (2004), 92 is willing to credic thac Corcyr,!/(._-orfu is

duplicated as Crocira (no. 53, 6B2) and Cassiopa (= no. 65 Ins. C[– ? –]!
6C3)

132. No. 6 1ns. Ari[.]aria; no. 8 ango portvs insvld.
133 . No. 7 1ns. Gdlliata.

134. Jrl\lillt’r. 396, makes the point. It is tempting, but surely too speculative7 to
imagine that the lower of the two Sason islands (no. 62, 6B3) was originaLly
meant to be Malta.

135 . An unfortunate consequence of the elimination of Euboea is that the well-
known spa on che island at Aidepsos (BArI,IS, 55 E3) cannot be marked.

136. Note, for exdnrple. Innronte Bvlsinio (5 A4); Inmontecarbonariol Inmon-
tegr.Ini (both 5BI); Monte avreo (6AI).

137. In this connection, note Bosio (1983), 48.
1 38. Note, however, several road stations that take their names from the range:

for exanlple, in alpegraia (2B3); Inalpe ivlia (3 As).
1 39. The people Cavcasi are marked (8 As), but inconspicuouslv.
r40. Thus, if the name “Boecolen Montes“ (7C3) does refer co mouncain range

no. 80, it seems inappropriately small. Yet there are names ofpeoples extend-
ing inlnrediately above and below the range. and they are permitted to attract
attention instead

I4r . Nominative is the norm, but note also, for example! NORICO (4AI–4A3);
iEPrRVM NOVVM (6B3); and several genitive plurals in North Africa9 where a
collective noun in the nonrinative has to be supplied? such as NATiOSEi_OR(VM)

(6C5) retains. These plurals include MVSONiORVM (IC3); GEDALvsIVM (IC4);

MVSVI'AMIORVM, NVMIDARVM (bOth 1 C5),

I42. Among the cases of doubt are LOCiDEREGr (7A3); Sorsdeser[vs (7A5); Sorices
(gAl); Amyrni, Brvani, Serdcoe (all 8 Az); Sardetae (8A3); Sanyigae (8 As);
Achei (9AI); Acheon, Malichi (both 9A2); AROTE (II A5); CATACE (IIB2);
CASPYRE (1 1 B4) .

1 43 . Gallia COMATA (1133) – inappropriately small, as well as clumsily placed – is

perhaps a copyist’s addicion.
l44.I-IGVRIA, too, is spread wide (2133–3131), whereas ETRVR(i) A is not (4BI).

Elsewhere, crLrcI A is spread out extensivejy (9B3–9B5), caRIA and LYCrA
(both 9B I) not at all.

145. In particular, several peoples in IAI–1 A2. Note also the proximity of MAR-

COMANNI and VANDVLr (3 A3), and the interweaving of QVADr and IVTVGI
(both 3A5–4A2).

1 46. But note INSVBRES (2135, 3 Al); PSAccANI (8 Az) and Psacccani (8 A4); MONS

TAVRVS (loB5–IrB2,, IrBI–IIB3); and further below, Chap. 4, n. 16.
I47. Map D outlines the network on a B.Atlas base as far as Maps 87 and 89;

to contrnue farther east in this way is hardly practical. Note che thorough

(but sometimes incautious) atternpt to establish the map’s routes within and
from northeast Asia Minor by R. H. Hewsen, 4lrrrle’ll/d.' .1 Hisroriral .If/as
(Chicago and London, 200i), 64–65, 68–69, and Map 59 (p. 70).

I48. See further below, Chap. 5, sec. 3
149. For the c\vo principal surviving collections of such listings, the Antonine

Itinerary (if.4llf) and Bordeaux Itinerary (Ir BunT) , see Maps E and F respec-
tively, with Appendix 9 and discussion in Chap. s, sec. 2 below.

ISO. Ptolemy’s standard practice in the Gcoxhrplt y . by contrast, is to present names
in the nomindtive

151 . See further below, Chap. 5, secs. I and 2.
1 52, With the map alone as guide, the natural plan would be to proceed on

from Nicea (8B2) by one of the routes that goes down, rather than by the
one that goes up to unnamed Ancyra (no. 53, 8B4). Compare D. French,
Roman Roads and NIilcstones of Asia Minor, fast. 1 : The Pilgrim’s Road, BAR
Incerndtional Series IO5 (Oxford, 198 1), 1 3

1 53. In Egypt, for example, to show the route from the Nile to Berenice (8C2–
8C5), but not to Myos Hormos LB.'IrIas, 80 EI), w,is adequate, as was the
skecchy rendering of the Nile Delta (8C3–8C4).

1 54. See further below, sec. (b).
1 55. Compare BAt las , Map 1 2. On the direct route that is not shown, there

would be many fewer stopping points.
1 56. Compare BAtl,IS , Map 34.
1 57. For discussion, see Conclusion, sec. I .
1 58. Between 4AI and 4A5, for example, note Pola, Vindobon,I, Adprotoriv(m) .

Sabarie, Brigantio. Aqvinco, Sardona, Siscid.
1 59. See further below, sec. 4 (c).

I60. Note che partial study by T. J. Allen, “Roman Healing Spas in Italy: The
Peutinger Map Revisited,“ .+tllctlactlnl 91 (2003): 4o3–15; more generally,
NP, s.v. “Aquae,

I61 . Observe that the entire route from Serdica to Heraclea Sintica, on which the
well–known spa at Scaptopara lies, is omitted (B.ArIas , 49 Fl ; C:IL, III.1233 6

of A.D. 238)
1 62. Note, for example, Arelato (IBs) to Valentia (2B I); along the North African

coast in 7CI

I63. Consider, for example, Casarodvno (rB3) to Cenabo (I A3); Nicopolistro
(7A2,) to Marcianopolis (7A3) .

I64. Travelers who lacked a complete grasp of stopping points could of course
fmd themselves seriously disadvantaged. Insuffrcient caution in this regard
may have contributed to the deaths suffered by Lirinius’ escorc when ic
was caught in a snowstorm traversing the Julian Alps too precipitately in
February 3 13: see T. D. Barnes, The NeII' EnTire of Dioclctiatl and Cotlstdtltitlc
(Cambridge, MA, 1982), 71 ; A. McCabe, d By:altlitlc Etlryrlopdt’did of

Horse Medicine: The Sources, Compilation, and Transmission of the Hippiatrica
(Oxford, 2007), 1 86–88 (Theomnestus)

1 65. Note also Catard (9B4) to Samosata (IOB3), where ten successive stretches
are all between two and five

I66. This sequence represents the map’s frgures for Troesnris (7A3) to Tomis
(7A4). Travelers’ typical capacity for a day’s journey is reflected better in
It.qnr and above all in ItBtlrd , which records stopping points every few miles,
even differentiating between ltlatlsiotles and more modesc nlrlrativtles

I67. See further below, Chap. 4, sec. 3 .
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168. It would suI-free to extend the upper route ending at Tivisco so that it
descends to join the route below on which Tivisco appears.

169. Note Che stretches Cambete–Arialbinvm–Avgvsta Rvracvm (2A3, 2,A4);
Lvria and Cvria (both 3 Al); Avodiaco (3 Al) and Abodiaco (3 Az); Inter-
anrnro and Inter nlanana (both 4B4). Duplication of Adhercvlem (6A4)
and Adhercvle (6134) evidently reflects more serious confusion. Instances
where duplication could have been introduced by either the mapmaker or
a copyist: Noreia (both 4AI); Temsa (both 6B I).

r70. In the former area, Abrostola is marked twice, either side of Amvrio

r71 . Two ocher possible duplications (and if so, by the mapmaker?) are Aegonne
(9AI) and Evgoni (9BI); Stabvlvm and Ad stabvlvm (both 9B2), However,
the second occurrence of Lamasco (8BI , 8B2, both with symbol) seems
better explained as a copyist’s careless substitution for Apamea.

172. With and without symbol: Berya (9B5) and Bersera (IOCI); Nisibi (IOB4,
IC)135); Singara (roB5) and Sirgora (loC4). In addition, Rana (IrC3) and
Rhana (II C4); +ntiochia (II A5) and Antiohia tharmata (rIB5).

173. Noce J. C. N. Coulston, “Three New Books on Trajan’s Column,“ JR,4 3

Paricea (11 C4) . For the special case of the route from Tazora (11133) chrough
to an unnamed settlement symbol (no. 77, IrC5), see below.

I85. In some instances where names and distance fIgures seem to have been
inserted, there is inevitably no knowing whether the mapmaker is correcting
his own oversight or introducing an afterthought. or whether a cop)'ist is
responsible. Consider, for example, Biricianis (3 A3); Marinianio (3 A4, with
note in database entry for Blaboriciaco) ; Svrontio (3 As); Castris novis (6A4) .

186. Compare Dertona–Avgvsta Tavrinor(vnr) (2B5); Sostrd (7A2) .
1 87. Because it is regular practice for the name associated with a symbol to be

placed above ic, only che distance fIgure for any stretch beyond has to occupy
route line work. Even so, occasionally, the map layout requires the name
co occupy space co the left of the symbol; a chicane may then be drawn to
mark the starE of such a stretch (whereas typically the preceding stretch runs
to the symbol direct). Note Sammarobriva (I A3); Baca conervio (1 A4);
lpponte diarito (4C I ) .

1 88. Possibly Iovnaria (5 Al) and Petris (8C5) have been fReed in by this means.
Elsewhere, in a crowded area of the map, to mark Sehnvnte (9B2) with a
symbol is plainly advantageous; but it probably merited one anyway.

1 89. Avsere fi,–Pvtea–Lanlini(a)e–Veri (6Cr–6C2) .
r90. Approximate equivalents are 1,6I8 yards and 1 ,475 meters.
r 91 . 1 Gallic league = 1 .5 Roman miles. On this league, see further M. Rath-

mann, Untcrsuchun.gen in den Reicltsstmssett in den uvstlicllcn PmPinzen dcs
Itnpcrillnl Rolfe,ulrlul (Mainz, 2003), chap. 3.7.4.

1 92. Compare Ammianus Marcellinus (15. I1 .1 7), who notes of the confluence
of the Rhone and Arar rivers (i.e., the site ofLugdunum), “Exindeque non
rnillenis passibus sed leugis itinera metiuntur.

I93. See R. J. A. Talberc and T. Elliott, ''New Windows on the Peutinger Map
of the Roman World,“ in A. K. Knowles (ed.), Plat-it IR History : Hou’ .\ laps,
Sp,rfi,it Data, and GIS Are Changing Historical Scholarship (Redlands, CA,
2008), 199–2 IS.

194. IINIiller, XLIX.
1 95. Non–Roman sources and their units are discussed further below, Chap. 5,

sec

196. See the database entry for Traiect(vs) Stadior(vrn) CC (713 1). Conversion of
this distance flgure into Roman miles might have been expected, although
it is true that the Irincrarillnl A larilittuln! (llXlaril) collection readily uses miles
for some routes and stades for others; see Salwdy (2004), 77–85, 91. Eight

stades were typically taken to be equivalent to one Roman mile: see D. R.
Dicks, Tllc Gro.qmp ItiL-al FmRttlt’I IIS oF Hippart-FIlls (London, I960) , 42–46

1 97. It is just possible thac such a distance was given in connection with island no.
8 (ango porws insvla, 2C4). Miller’s suspicion of another inscance depends
upon a reading that I rejec_c: see the dacabase entry for Is[– ? –] (3Br).

I98. See further SaI\vaT (2004), 90–91 with ag. II
199. Other possible instances are Navpactos (6B5), or even Actanicopoli (6B3)–

Pache (6B5); across the Nile delta to Pelvsio (8C4) ; and indeed all the routes

along the Nile. It would be instructive to know how che route along the
African coast westward from Tingi was presented on the lose part of the
map; see below, Appendix 5, n. 8.

zoo. See above, n. 53
20i. Superbly presented in M. Piccirillo and E. Alliata (eds.), The l\Iadaba

II,ip Centenary 1897–1997. Tmt'cIting tltmugh the Byzantine Utnayyad Period
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(1990): =9P3o9, at 3D3.
174. See Chap. 5, sec. 2.

175. See furcher below, Chap. 5, sec. 3
1 76. Instances occur where a river crossing may be deliberacely intended to

substitute for a chicane in marking the start of a stretch: for example, Sestias
(4B3); Hemclea (8A4); Appollonia (9B2); Salnralasso (IOAI). It is impossible
to say whether copyists are responsible for some, or even all, rather than the
mar)maker.

1 77. The type of clainr nlade by T. Bekker-Nielsen, The Ro,lds of ,+tll-tett I Cyprus
(Copenhagen, 3004), rests on a false premise, therefore: “In the northwest
of the island, the name of Marion/Arsinoe has been omitted, but the station
is shown as a kink in the road“ (p. I60). On the contrary, this seulement is
simply omicted.

1 /S. For further discussion of the means and criteria by which he chose places
to be marked with a symbol, see the next section.

1 79. Note Ptol. Gt’oN . 1.22.5 and 1.24.9 (scr/lefosfs).

r80. Note the excrenle case on a snrall island (no. ro7 in loC3) where Diotahi and
Derta (neither considered to merit a symbol) are linked by a vertical rouce.

18 1 . As a result, the wide spacing of letters for an isolated settlement such as
HERMONAssA (9AI) can offer viewers merely a general impression of its
location. No more than two settlements isolated from the route nerwork
are considered to merit a symbol: Tvrribvs (3C I , in Sardinia) and Antiohia
tharlnata (rI135, in India).

182. Observe Perintvs–Apris (7B5), where four distance frgures and three inter-
mediate place-names must be accommodated.

1 83. Further instances where a stretch is recognized to be over-long (even
if the distance fIgure is omitted): Dercona (2B5)–lria (3BI)–comeli
nragvs; Verona (3A3)–Hostilia (3B4)–Ravenna; Hadre (4A4)–Bvrno;
Vemsvos (4C2)–Thasarte (4C4)–Si[lesv]a (5C2)–Adaqvas; Actaniropoli
(6B3)–Larissa; Synnada (8B4)–Evforbio (8B5)–Apamea ciboton; Inco-
macenrs (roBr)–Heraconle; Hierapoli (IOCI)–Zevgma; Hicrapoli (IOCI)–
Ceciliana; Tigvbis (IOC3)–Fons scabore.

1 84. Very high frgures include: LXXX: [– ? –] ++ia (8C4); Antiochia pisidia (9B2);
xc: Acori (8C3); cxx: Berdanna (I ICr); cxxx: Nicopolistro (7A2); CLX:



(Jerusalem: Studiun1 Biblicum Franciscanum, 1998). Its symbols are com-
pared wich those on the Peutinger map by G. W. Bowersock, ,\losairs as
History : Tllc Near East _fAwn Late .Antiquity to lslattl (Cambridge, MA, 2006)7
1 9–2 S

202. Such symbols are also outlined on the Artemidorus map (above, n. 49).
203. See B. Campbell, Thc II 'rifill,es qf fIle Ronl,Ill Laltd Sllrl'cy,irs : Itlrrodllction >

Text , TrattslariL111 attd Conlnrcttt,IrT (London, 2,000), especially pp. xxi–x\vi.
204. Above, n. S I .

205. Note Ovid’s breezy advice to the young man seeking to impress a girlfriend
as they watch a triumphal procession (,4rs .qttlaroria 1 . 219–28), discussed

by M. Beard, TIle Rotn,ul Trilltnph (Cambridge [MA] and London, 2,oo7)?

1 83–85. For a Roman surveyor’s acknowledgment that slabs sec up to record
the width of a river (tupe,rda are liable to be mistaken for mileposts (nliliariO1
see Campbell (2,000), 248, lines 1 9–2 1 .

206. For exceptions, note variants (b7) and (c7) .
207. Varianc (a3 2) , which joins the tops of’the towers, may be viewed as a copyist’s

slip.

The map offers no lack of names incorporating ,-asTclllttn, c,rslrllltr, pr,leto-

ritlttl. polls, etc; note also, thr example, Insvmmo pyreneo (IB2); Insvmmo
Pennino (2B4) in connection with passes.

209. Acl (22 instances) is the exception; otherwise, Aa 1 (131 instances), Aa2 (89
instances), AbI (43 instances), and Ab2 (2 1 instances) are very alike.

2ro.Aa3, Cl

2 ll . The same would seem to be true of the symbols on the Dura shield (above,
53)n

212. Thus, for example, the space becween the Mo towers for Pvteolis (5B4)
is colored red; some, but not all, the red coloring for Tarento (6BI) is
missing; a red blob occupies the space between the cowers for Aenos (7B5);
the center line of the three linking the two towers of Singara (roB5) is red7
not black.

213. For example, Sena lvlia (3B3); Simiw Colonia (3C5); Volsinis (4B I); Senia
(4B2); Castro novo (4B3); Sirmivm (5A4); Benebento (5B4); Tacape col.
(5C5); Clampeia (6131 ); Petris (SCs); Cesaria (9Cl).

214. For example, Ad zizio (5 A5).

215. For exanrple, Nice,1 (6B5); Perin[vs (7B5); Ascalone (9Cr); Melentenis
(IOB2); Nagae (rIB2).

216. For example, Theleote col. (3C5); Depanis (sCs); Scobre (6A2); Fdliatis
(6A3). Instances can be found, too, where the frame was drawn in black
dnd then traced over in red: Anliternvs (4B5); Terracina (5B2).

217. Many symbols are colored thus in Segments 3 and 4, just conceivably
an attempt at enrbellishment comparable to tracing some river courses
additionally in red; see above, section 2 (c).

218. Note C 12, 13 (both), I6, 19, 21 , 23, 24; this last might better be regarded
as a variant of Ac2 rather than of C. In the similar case of C7, the symbol
may signity a bath/spa because Vacanas (4B3) does happen to be situated
on a lakeshore, even though the lake is not shown.

219. On copyists’ handling of symbols, see further below, Chap. 4, sec. I
220. That is, a junction where two routes (only) merge and continue as one, or

where one route forks into two

For example, at Gesogi,ICO qvod nvnc Bononia (I A2); [–?–]araco (I A3);
Ric)be (I A4); Argantomago, Casarodvno (both IB3); Degetia (IB4);
Tamannvna Mvnicipivm et castellvm (IC2) .

222. For example, Adnovas (3B4); cilllcr THVRRIS or Sicilibba (4C4; see database

entry for Risca); Adlefas (5B4); Dissio Aqva Amara (6C5), if this be regarded
as one stretch, not two; Dorileo (8133), where it would in fact be far more
awkward to flt a symbol than a regular route stretch; ddtygrem (ro134);
probably also Mompsistea (9B4); Cito (9C3)

223 . Note, for example, the instances ofDertona (2B5); Z[.]gaza[.]na (7C I).
224. See furcher Chap. 5, sec. 2.
225. 2,Cr, 5A3, 5133, 6133 (twice), 8C5.
226. With a symbol at 6A4; without at 6B4, IOC4.
227. With a symbol at 3Cs, 4Cs; without at 3C3, sCr , IOA3 .
228. 3BI, 4B4
229. In addition, Fanomartis (rB2) is only a regular stretch; so, too, is the single

occurrence Ad veneris (sBs)
230. Also only regular stretches: Aqvis Neri (1 B3); Adaqvas Albvlas (4B5); Ad

aqvas (6A4) ; Aqvas Amvenas (9B I); Aqw Frigide (IOB4)

23 1. Trvrsco (6A+, twice); Adhercvlem (6A4), with Adhercvle (6B4); Prvsids,
with Cio (both 8B2); Pompeiopolis (9B3, twice); Berya (9B5), with Bersera

(IOCI); Nisibi (IOB4), with Nisibi (roBs); Singara (IOB5), with Sirgora
(IQC4) .

232. Note that by contrast both Mvslvbio Horreta (ICs) and Ad Horrea (2B2)
are only regular stretches.

233. And by extension categories (E) and (F) likewise
234. IrBlird . 6I3 .

235. On che unique clustering in 5 A2–5 A4, see further below, Chap. 4, sec. I
236. For example, Caspiae (roA3); Sanora, Teleda (both IOA5); Thvrae (roB I);

Lazo (I IB 1).
237.Canlvlodvno (IAI); Albe[– ? –]+inrillo (2B3); Albi[– ? –Javno (2134);

Lanrbese (2C2); Thamvgadi (2C4); Tergeste (3 As); Cremona (3133); Bvlla
Regia (3C5); Noviodvni (4A2); Gigti (5C5); Romvla (6A5); Manianop-
olis (7A3); Heraclea (8 A4), awkward though it would be to flt in a synr–
bol here,lbouts; Hormvcopto (8C2); Hec,lntopolis (IIB2), assuming that
Hecatompylos (B.Atlas , 96 C4) is meant

238. (1967) , especially 169–76.
239. Most notably Egypt in the Palestrina Nile mosaic (c. loo B.C.?): see B,

Andreae, .+tllikc Bildnlosaikct I (Mainz, 2003), 78–IO9.
2,4D. For a late fIrst century A.D. fresco from Rome that seems to depict an ideal-

ized city, see E. La Rocca, “L’atTresco con veduta di citti dal colle Oppio,
in E. Fentress (ed.), Rottrdlt i=at ion cold the City : Crc,lriotl, Tratlsforltlariotls, at Id

Fnilllrts (Portsnlouch, RI, 2000), 57–7 1 . Rome itself is displayed in accurate
detail (of no practical use) on the Marble Plan (c. A.D. :oo): see above,
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Chapter Four: Recovery of the Original Map from the Surviving Copy

I . Pcol. Gro,q. 1.18.2
2. The Severan Marble Plan of Rome illustrates the need for caution in these

respects: the data that it incorporates for certain locations is demonstra-
bly outdated, while elsewhere obvious minor slips in presentation remain
uncorrected. See T. Najbjerg and J. Trimble, “The Severan Marble Plan
srnce I960,“ in R. Meneghini and R. S. Valenzani (eds.), Fortn,rc L'rllis
Ronrae: Nuot'i_fhunmenti di pi,Intc nrarnloree d,IIlo sr,it'o dei Fori Imperi,III (Rome,

2006), 75–lol, at 92–97.




